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he Liberty Boys at Fort Washington.
OR, MAKING A BRAVE STAND.
•

By HARRY MOORE

CHAPTER !.-Spying on a Spy.
I think there is some one following us, Bob."
'Do you think so, Dick?"
'Yes; and I h ave thought so for some time."
'What are you going to do ? "
Try to throw him off. Keep strai ght on when
ave you, and I will spy upon the spy."
wo boys in ordinary dress were walking clown
adway, in the City of New York, one pleasant
r in the fall of the year. New York City was
ahat time occupied by the British. The pa?ts still held Fort Washington at the upper
I of New York Island. The two boys walking
n Broadway were not ordinary boys. They
re spies in the employ of Gen eral Washing-

fust now they were trying to get possession of
plans of General Howe in regard to Fort
shington. They were more than spies, howir. Dick Slater was the captain of the Liberty
iys, a band of brave young pat riots fighting
freedom, and Bob Estabrook was his first
utenant. Dick had suspected for some min!S that they were being followed .
He deterned to get rid of the spy dogging their heels.
they reached Thames street, near the ruins
Trinity Church, burned in the great fire, some
ro months before, Dick said in a loud tone: _
"Well, Dick, good-by. I will meet you at
·aunces' Tavern at noon."
l"All right."
Then Bob, who h a d purp osely given his own
.me to Bob, turned quickl y into Thames street,
lb going down Broadway at a leisurely gait.
; Dick turned, he shot a swift glance at the
an just behind him, who, he judged, had been
llowing Bob and himself. Although he g ave
e man a glance only, Dick was certain to reember him. The stranger followed Bob, while
ick turned into a tavern a little way down the
i·eet. He was there a shor t time only_ H e
as known in the place and had previously left
jsuit of black, a cocked hat and a wig with the
dlord.
He nodded to the m an a s he entered,
rried to a rea1· room where the disguise was
pt, locked the door and made a rapid chang e
dress. Then he hu rried out to rejoin Bob.
e latter had gone on at an easy gait, and Dick
w him at Rector street. The man Dick had
ticed was still following Bob. Nea1· Bowling
een, t hey came upon a number of British offirs. The spy, who was in black, like Dick ,
i

~

seemed about to attract the officers' attention t o
Bob, when Dick stepped to his side and said in
a low tone:
"What are you about?"
The man looked at Dick, whom he did not recognize, an d said:
"What is that to you?"
"A good deal. You have been foll owing that
youth. You suspect him."
"How do you know?"
"I know the spies as well as those spied upon,
in New York. I know your occupat ion and I
think you have made a mistake."
"That is Dick Slater the rebel."
"Nonsense!
Have you his description?
I
have."
Dick t ook
printed placard from his pocket.
"Here it is, Dick Slater, tall, well-built, brown
hair, blue gray eyes, firm chin , square head."
"H 'm ! You are right, but I heard him called
Dick, and h e is a stranger. "
"That is nothing. He might be Dick anybody,
and do you know every one in New YorK:? You
don't know me."
Dick's wig concealed his own brown hair, but
his eyes looked gray 'now, and his features were
changed by a f ew contrac tions of the mu scles.
The spy did not know hi m, indeed, and was greatly puzzled.
"There is no use in making trouble for the
young fellow for nothing," Dick continued.
Bob had gone on , and they had now passed the
officers.
"Be careful," said Dick. "I know that you are
zealous, but a mistaken zeal is worse than none."
"What might your name be, sir?" the spy
a sked.
".You have heard it, no doubt, but it would be
wiser for me not to m enti on it in public."
Then Dick went on quickly, and passing Bob,
said in a low but perfectly distinct tone:
"I threw the fellow off the scent. Meet me
near the Commons in an hour."
Bob gave no signs of having heard, but he
had, for all that . The spy followed him for a
time, but suddenly lost him in the most unaccountable fa shion. Bob turned a corner at an
easy gait but when the spy reached it a few
moments iater, the young lieutenant was nowhere
in sight. Bob Estabrook knew a trick or two at
throwing spies off his trail, and h!'! had practised
one now. He had purposely turned in t o a tangle
of streets .where, by making one quick turn and
passing through a lot, he could very readily
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throw any one follo win1r him off the track. H aving succeeded in getting rid of the spy in a fe w
minutes, he made his way into Broadway again,
and walked uptown. On the corner of Maiden
Lane, h e met a handsome boy, somewhat younger
than himself , who wore a suit of brown homespun blue woolen hose and a cocked hat.
"Hallo, Mark ," he said, "heard any n ews?"
The boy was Mark Morrison, second lieutenant
of the Liberty Boys, one of the bravest of the
company of young patriots, universall y liked and
thorou ghl y trusted. Th ere was no one about to
hear what the boys said, and Mark turned and
walked with Bob.
"No, I have not, Bob," Mark answered. "Were
not you with Dick?"
· "Yes, but he found a spy following us, and
we got rid of him. We separated, but we are
going to meet again later."
"I lef t Ben and Sam down at Whitehall Wharf,
on the lookout for news."
"Well, Ben Spurlock and Sam Sanderson are
as likely to get hold of information as any one."
The two chaps mentioned were privates in the
Liberty Boys troop, lively, jolly fellows, but brave
and thoroughly t r usted. There were five of the
boys in the city, but they were all clever, all
knew the risk they r an, and all could be depended upon. The main body of the Liberty
Boys were at For t Washington, with the g arrison under Colonel Magaw. The commander-inchief h ad despatched Dick to the city on hi s secret mi ssion, and he had t ak en some of the boys
with him. Bob and Mark proceeded to the Common at the upper end of the city and entered a
quiet little inn, where they often stopped. T he
landlor d was a staunch patri ot, and the boys
were perfectl y safe in the pl ace. After a time,
Dick himself came in and , seeing the boys, said:
"You got rid of him, Bob?"
"Yes."
"I have an idea."
"Yes ?"
"The capture of this very spy!"
CHAPTER IL-Surprises All Around.
Both Bob and Mark were eager to hear Dick's
plan.
"This man heard me sa y that I would meet you
at Fraunces' Tavern, at noon," said Dick.
"Yes, so he did," echoed Bob.
"He thought you were Dick Slater, but I convinced him that you were not."
"Exactly."
"Consequently he will think that I am Dick,
and that he was very foolish to let me get away,
n ot knowing that he t alked to me."
"That was delicious ," laughed Bob.
"And he will remember that appointment, and
- be on hand."
"So he will," chuck led bot h boys.
"So, if we are all of us there, we ought to be
able to bag him."
"Good!" laughed Bob and Mark.
"But what wil l we do with him, when we get
him ?" asked Bob.
"Nothing, except to stow him away somewhere,
although we may get some information out of
h im.··

"That will be worth while," added Mark.
"It will be some sati sfaction to g et t he best of
a British spy," declared Bob.
"Let us get ready," said Dick. "You had better
change your clothes, Bob. I will remain as I
am."
Bob was soon ready, and the three started
down Broadway, but not together.
"If we meet Ben and Sam, it will be all the
better," declared Bob.
"Yes, but I don't know that we will."
Mark and Bob did meet Ben at Broadway and
Wall street, however, much to their delight.
"Where is Sam?" asked Mark.
"He will be here at noon."
"Then ccime around to Fraunces' Tavern, and
watch Dick. Look fo r signal s. We are going to
capture a British spy."
T he bo ys then separated, Bob and Mark going
to the Broad Street Hotel, or Fraunces' Tavern,
as it was oftenest called, at Broad and Pearl
streets, on the southeast corner. Here they saw
Dick, but, did not say anything to him, as he did
not signal. Presently Bob saw the man whom he
had outwitted, and told Mark. The man was
standing near the tavern, watching it. He began walking up and down, and at len gth saw
Dick and cr ossed over. Ben and Sam came up
at the moment, and Dick gave them all a swift
signal. The s py · stepped up to Dick and said in
a low t one:
"I am looking for Dick Slater."
"Yes ? Do you expect to see him ? "
"Yes ; with the youth I mistook for him."
"Why so ?"
"Beca use Slat er said tha t h e would meet the
other on e here. H e foo led me by calling the
other fello w Dick."
"Oh, I see. And you think they will both be
here ?"
"Yes."
"At wha t t ime?"
"At noon."
"Then we must watch for them."
At that moment Bob came up on the oth er side
of the spy and took his arm. Dick took the other, Mark, Ben and Sa m cr ossing in beh ind. They
were near a little crooked alley that led into
Broad street farthe r up.
"I've got a pi st ol in my · pocket pointing at
your side," said Dick.
"And I have another, aimed straight at your
heart," added Bob.
"Don't say a word," echoed Mark.
The two boys in front hurried the spy into the
alley. There Mark threw a black cloth over his
eyes.
"When are the British going to attack Fort
Washington ?" Dick asked.
"I don't know," doggedly.
Ben pressed a pistol against the spy's neck.
"The day after to-morrow," the spy gasped.
Ben then clapped a gag into the man's mouth.
T here were no houses openin~ into the alley,
and the turns prevented the ooys being seer
Sam and Ben bound hi s arms behind him with
stout handkerchief. and Dick and Bob suddf
threw him on his fa..-:e. Then Mark tied hii; ~
kles wit h a long handkerchief.
"There you are," laughed Dick.
that Dick Slater did this."
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"And some of the Liberty Boys,'' added Bob.
The boys then scattered, Dick and Bob going
out into Broad street, and the others going back
to Pearl. There was little traffic in the alley, as
it. was an evil smelling place at all times. It
might be some time, therefore, before the spy's
flight would be discovered. The boys made their
escape without meeting any one, and met together on Wall street near the City Hall.
"Go and get your dinner, boys," said Dick to
Ben and Sam, "and see if you can learn an ything
more."
Then he and the two lieutenants went to a
coffee house on John street near the Theater
Royal to have a quiet time among themselves.
There were a few redcoats in the place, and Dick
thought he might get some information from
them. They talked only on personal or general
matters at first and Dick was afraid he would
learn nothing. Presently, however, one of them
said:
"We're ordered up the river to-morrow. I
think it likely that Sir William means to give
the rebels a shaking."
"It is absurd that they have stood out as long
as they have," said another, "just a lot of raw
recruits as they are, with a planter to head
them."
Bob would have broken out at such talk as
this had not Dick given him a quick look of caution. Dick ·himself often heard such talk, but
had learned to restrain himself. There was more
to the same purpose, with little information, and
Dick was about satisfied that he would get no
more. The boys had finished their meal, had
settled their score, and were going to leave. Then,
to their total surprise and quite by chance, the
spy entered. He was as much astonished to see
them as they were to meet him, having left him
in the alley, with no knowledge as to where they
were going.
"By George! If this is not a lucky business,"
he cried. "Gentlemen, there are three of tlie
sauciest rebel spies in the city. Arrest them!"
There was instant confusion and many leaped
to their feet. Behind Dick was a door which he
had noticed as he sat down. He did not know
whither it led, but it was a way of escape, at any
rate.
"This way, boys," he hissed, throwing it open.
Bob and Mark flew out, and then Dick followed.
There was a bolt on the outer side, and Dick shot
it as he shut the door. The boys found themselves in a long passage leading somewhere in
the rear of the house. They darted to the end of
it, finding a door leading to a paved court at the
back of the house. Into this they dashed, and
there Dick began to look about him. There was
a high board fence at the side.
"Over with you, boys," said Dick.
.
He gave Bob a shoulder, and helped him up,
and between them they got Mark up. Then Bob
and Mark pulled Dick up and all three dropped
over.
"Oh, I know this place," said Bob. "It's the
alley leading to the Theater Royal."
"So if is, and we can get out into John street."
This they did as confused sounds began to be
heard behind them. Reaching John street, they
continued west to Broadway and, turned up.
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Quickly mingling with the crowd on that busy
thoroughfare, they were soon safe. Reaching
Partition street, they crossed to the new church,
turned down, and made their way to the tavern.
Ben and Sam came in half an hour later, and
were much interested in the story of the boys'
adventures.
"New York is a dangerous place for Patriots,"
said Dick, "and I think we had better leave as
soon as we can."

CHAPTER III.-The Mountebanks.
In order to avert suspicion, the five boys would
not leave the city together. The British had
two lines stretched across the island, and the
guards would have to be passed. The boys had
come down separately from Fort Washington,
and they would probably go back the same way.
Dick and Bob might keep together, but they
would not go all in one party. Dick had secured
a pass which admitted him to the city, but he
had none to take him out. Ben and Sam set oft'
together in a shor t time, and Mark followed by
a different route a little later. Dick and Bob
waited half an hour and then left the tavern in
company.
"If we could get passes, it would save time and
trouble," observed Bob.
"Very true," agreed Dick, "but no one is giving
passes now, except to those who are well known."
"Yes, they are drawing their lines pretty tight
just now."
'
"We shall have to contrive it some way, Bob.
We have dodged the guards before, and we must
do it again."
They walked up along the west side of the
town, till they came to a green, where there were
a number of persons collected.
"Something is going on,'' observed Dick.
"A recruiting booth, perhaps," suggested Bob.
"No, there are too many people for that. A
recruiting officer would hardly draw such a
crowd."
"Hello! I believe it is a company of traveling
mountebanks," exclaimed Bob.
A gaily painted pole, decked out with colored
streamers, was seen above the heads of the people at that moment. The boys pushed forward
and found room in the crowd where they could
see what was going on. There was a ring of
spectators about a company of traveling acrobats
and mountebanks, as Bob had suggested. Some
sat about on the grass or stood before a covered
cart upon ·one side, awaiting their turn to show
their ability. Two horses tethered to the cart
wheels were munching oats, a slender boy in
ring attire sitting on the back of one. In the
center was a stoutly built man, gaily attired,
who was supporting a pole, one end of which
rested iii the socket of his heavy leather belt. At
that moment a little girl, a mere child, in fluffy
white skirts and a tinsel star in her hair, ran
forward. A woman lifted her to her shoulders,
and she quickly made her way to the top of the
pole. Here there was a leather strap, or loop,
fastened securely.
"Rather late in the year for outdoor shows, I
should say,'' i·emarked Bob.
"Yes, the child is shivering with the cold."
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"Or fear," added Bob.
"Rather a risky way in which to gather coppers, I should say."
The child had put one hand in the leather stra.P
and, now putting one foot against the pole, threw
out the other. Then she put her foot in the
strap and, hanging head downward, performed
various evolutions. The man kept the pole well
balanced, fixing his eye on the child and watching
her every motion. Suddenly, through some unfortunate mishap, the performer's belt loosened
and the pole began .to come forward at a dangerous angle. The clnld's movements threw it still
farther forward, she being unconscious of what
had happened below. The man tried to lower
the pole, but it got beyond him and fell, carrying
him with it. . Fortunately the child's foot slipped
from the strap as the pole fell. She was sent
flying through the air, while the people nearest,
seeing the pole about to fall upon them, fled in
haste. Dick made a quick calculation as to where
the child would fall, and leaped forward. Bob,
knowing just what he intended to do, stepped up
quickly behind him. The child uttered a startled
cry as she felt herself falling, while not one of
the mountebanks made the first effort to save
her. They seemed utterly frozen with fear, in
fact, .and incapable of motion. Dick caught the
child, Bob bracing him behind. The pole fell
upon the ground, fortunately striking no one.
T~en tJ;ie woman ran .forward, weeping and
gesticulatmg and showermg thanks upon Dick
for what he had done. The man came forward
also and said:
"That was a proper clever thing for you to do,
sir. I 'ardly would 'ave hexpected it of your age
'
blow me if I would."
Dick was still in di.sguise and looked much
older than he really was. The woman took the
child from. Dick, and the man went on:
"It isn't hoften that I lose me tip, but I lost it
that time for sure, an' if it 'adn't been for you, I
be blessed if I know what would 'ave 'appened."
"Say no more, sir," Dick replied. "That is your
child I suppose?"
"Yes, she's the youngest. We've all our family.
Theodore, on the 'orse yonder is next an' Handy
an' Halexander over there are the holdest."
"This is a dangerous life for a child like that,
is it not?"
"Oh, no. She don't mind it, an' we're always
careful. Such a haccident•as this 'asn't 'appened
since she was born, an' I 'ope will never 'appen
again"
"I hope not; but I think the i·isk is too great to
run."
Bob saw the spy approaching, and gave Dick
a nudge. The two boys quickly got into the
crowd and the mountebanks went on with their
show, gathering many coppers.
"That fellow is always popping up when he
'isn't wanted," sputtered Bob.
"I suppose he would call it attending strictly to
his duty," laughed Dick.
They passed around to the cart and horses and
then, keeping the crowd between them and the
spy, went on.
"Would you ever suppose that that delicate,
refined-looking child could belong to those people?" asked Bob.
"I n ever did think so," Dick replied shortly.
"T he man said she did."

"Yes, and they may take good care of her, but
she never belongs to them. She has not a single
characteristic in common with them "
"No, <>he J.ias not. Was she stolen: do you suppose?"
"I do r.ot kn'.)w. She may have been found or
she may have been given to them by some poor
woman unable to care for her."
"She does not seem to belong to them at any
'
rate."
"No, that is certain."
The boys went on for s6me little distance and
halted at a tavern. There were n o redcoats here
the place being too far either from the city o;
the guard house.
"Thei"e may be some one going up," suggested
Bob.
"Perhaps. It will do no harm to wait for a
time, at any rate."
There was a horse and chaise in front of the
tavern, the driver being inside. There were also
two or three saddle horses. Dick and Bob sat
by a window, looking out. They found from the
talk they heard that none of the men present
was going beyond the first lines. Presently Dick
saw the showman's wagon coming.
"Hello, here may be our chance, Bob,'' he said
'
in a low tone.
The cart halted in front of the tavern and the
stout man , who now wore ordinary clothes jump'
ed down. Dick met him at the door.
"Where are yo u going?" he asked.
"An' it's you, eh? 'Appy to see you. We're
goin' out to try and gather up some coin on our
way."
"Would you take me and my companion through
the British lines?"
"Why, for sure. Why not?"
. "We ai:e what are called rebels; we are American patriots. I do not wish to make trouble for
you, but--"
"No trouble at all, my dear sir. You 'ave a
strong voice for one of your age."
"I am not as old as you think. I am but a
boy."
"Well, whatever you are, you've clone me a
good turn, an' I'll stand your friend."

CHAPTER IV.-In Strange Company.
The showman, :vhose name was Jeremy Bo!·
ton, from Shropshire, partook of a mug of home
brewed at the tavern, and then returned to his
cart. There was not an y too much room for
Dick and Bob in the cart, but all were glad to see
them. Dick took off hi s wig, turned his coat and
made a decided change in . his appearance. The
chilcl, who was about seven years old, and· whom
they called Fay, ~vas delighted to see Dick again.
She was m~ch more please? with him as a boy,
and ~alked mcessantly to him. When they were
nearmg the lower lines, Bolton said to Dick:
"If you and your chum know any tricks, it
will helQ you through a lot."
"We can do many things,'' Dick answered, "and
we will be glad to help you and your entertainment as much to make money for you as to deceive the guards."
Reaching the guard house, the cart halted and
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the officer of the guard, a rakish-looking lieuten·
ant, came forward and said:
"Well, sir, where are your passes. Don't you
know that this is a military post?"
"I 'ave no passes, sir," the showman answered,
"except one honest face, a good 'eart and a troupe
of money makers, fit to please any one."
"Mountebanks, eh? What can you do?"
"Ground and loft tumbling, balancing, \»rcstling
and fencing."
"Bring out your players and let us see what
you can do."
The wagon was <lrawn to one side of a little
green, and the mountebanks prepared to entertain the officers and men and the few people of
the neighborhood. The two older sons came out
first, tossed each other about, stood on each other's shoulders, and perfo1·med a number of ordinary feats.
Then Bob came out in a clown's motley and his
face chalked and imitated what the others did,
making many apparently ludicrous blunders, but
showing that he was a better tumbler than any.
Dick, in a spangled suit with a heavy belt about
his waist, balanced the pole, doing many clever
tricks with it. There was no danger of accident
now, and Fay went through her evolutions at the
top of the pole better than before. The redcoats
were greatly pleased, but the officer of the guard
eyer! Dick closely and said:
"That's a very cl ever boy, Sir Mountebank. Is
he a son of yours?"
"We are all of a family, sir, a s you might say,
and all put our fortunes together. The boy is
clever, as you say, sir."
They went on and reached the upper lines at
the edge of Harlem Plains, shortly before sunset.
Here, as at the lower lines, the guard was anxious to see what the showmen could do, before
allowing them to pass. Bolton re adily agreed to
this, hoping to get more money, and the sports
proceeded quickly. The performers had not taken off their tumblers' costumes, in fact, and
were ready at once. There were two or three
horses tethered near, and Dick gave Bob a significant look, as he nodded toward them. The
three boys rode about, tumbled and wrestled,
and Dick and Bob performed a com ical wrestling
bout, which drew many silver groats into the hat
which the younger boy passed. One of the officers had h is eye upon Dick, which the latter did
not fail to cbserve.
"The captai n $USpects us, Bob," he said, in a
low tone.
"Yes, I tho11ght as much," Bob answere 'l.
,;Watch m e ;:;nd be ready to act at an in , ~an t's
notice."
"Good!"
"ls the child one of your performers, Mr.
Mountebank?" the captain asked.
"Surely she is, sir, but she is tired, and I
would spare her further exertions."
"What does she do?"
"Evolutions on the lofty pole, but m~· young
son, Theodore, does the same."
"Let us see him. What we have seen already
is but indifferent."
"\Ve 'ave some .hexellent wrestlers, sir, if you
would like to try them."
"Does this young fellow wrestle?" indicating
D.ick.
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" 'E does, sir, and very well 'e does it."
The officer picked out one of his men and said:
·'If the boy throws him, I'll give him five
pounds."
"You'll give it to the boy, yer mean?"
"Yes, of course."
Dick picked out a spot near where the horses
were tethered, Bob standing near. Dick threw
the i·edcoat with ease, whereupo n the captain
exclaimed loudly:
"I knew it! That is no wandering mountebank. There is only one boy who can wrestle
like that, and that is Dick Slater, the rebel spy!"
. Dick's abilities were well known , and he knew
that the redcoat had suspected him from the
start. There was instant confusion as the captain denounced Dick.
"Seize him!" he continued, "seize them all;
they are all rebels !"
Dick shot a quick glance at Bob and sprang
toward the horses. In a moment the two boys
were mounted and had released the other animals. Then, before the redcoats were aware, the
two plucky boys ·were away, racing like the wind
across the plain;
CHAPTER V.-Dick in the Toils.
The Liberty Bo ys were in camp outside Fort
Wash ington, the fort being too small to accommodate all its defenders. Shortly after su nset,
it being still light, the pickets were greatly surprised at seeing two strange figures come dashing toward their lines. One was a buffoon with
voluminous garments of white and with his face
painted. The other wore tight fittings, reel hose
and jack et, covered with tinsel.
"Halt!" cried Will Freeman, one of the Libert~' Boys, throwing his musket into position.
"It's all right, Will!" shout ed Bob. "It's Dick
and m e."
"Well, I never!" la ughed Will, lo wering his
musket .
Several of the boys came forward as Dick and
Bob rode into camp. The redcoats had not pursued them for any di stance, but there were prowlers on the pl ain at ni ght, and Dick wished to get
in as soon as he could. Then, too, their horses,
havi ng once got a start, seemed . unwilling to
stop.
"What's all this, Captain ?" asked Phil Wat ers,
one .of the boys, with a laugh.
"We are strolling acrobats and tumblers,"
laughed Bob.
"But how would any one recognize you in this
guise?" asked Harry Judson, another Liberty
Bov.
"They knew Dick by his wrestling, and of
course I was suspected, being with him."
"Troth, thin ye wor in good comp'lny, Liftinant," laughed a rosy-cheeked. freckle-faced, pugnose(! I rish boy, standing w1 h the others.
"Ya, dot was so . I bet me," added a fat German boy, standing by the Iri sh boy.
The latter was Patsy Brannigan, the company
cook , and one of the chief fun makers of the
camp. Dick and Bob went off to put on their
uniforms, the boys all wearing the blue and buff
of the Continental Ar;ny. Ben and Sam had al ready returned, anti :'.12.rk came in scon a±'i81.
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dark. Dick at once reported to Colonel Magaw
what he had learned in the city, relative to the
intended attack upon Fort Washington. Word
was at once sent to the commander-in-ch ief, at
Fort Lee on the other side o:l; the Hudson. Returning to the Liberty Boys, Dick found them
greatly interested in Bob's account of their adventures. Bob was now in uniform, and presented quite a different figure than . upon his recent
entrance.
The boys sat about the fires occupying themselves in various ways for some time, but at last
the camp grew dark and still and only the tramp
of the sentries could be heard. In the morning
there appeared to be no sign of any move on the
part of the enemy, but there had been two days
mentioned, and Dick decided that the next must
be the one meant.
"It might possibly be to-day, some time later,"
thought Dick. "So it will be as well to be on the
lookout."
Receiving Colonel Magaw's permission to go
out on a reconnoitering expedition, Dick disguised himself and set off. He had a magnificent
coal black Arabian, named Major, which he often
ro<l<! and which was very speedy. As the horse
was very well known to the enemy, Dick did not
think it wise to take him, but rode an ordinary
animal. Dick looked like a farmer boy, and his
hor:;e like a work horse, and there was little
chance of his being recognized. There were certain officers who knew him, and the spy he had
met the day before would probably do so. As it
did not seem likely that the man would come up
from the city, Dick thought very little about him.
He set off by a somewhat roundabout route for
the enemy's lines, and at length reached a roadside inn, not far from them. He saw a number
of redcoats in the place, but this did not trouble
him.
In fact, he thought he might learn something
from them, and was rather glad to see them
tli-e:re. He dismounted and tethered his horse to
a fence, and entered carelessly. Looking out of
a ,rear window, he saw to his surprise the showman's cart, the horses being probably in the stable.
"They probably released the man upon his proving that he had simply picked up Bob and myself
on the road," was his thought.
He saw nothing of Jeremy Bolton or of any of
his family, however, and sat down near the window. The redcoats paid no attention to the farmer's boy, as they took him to be, after the first
curious glance, but went on with their smoking,
drinking and talking. T hey were not talking of
an)Tthing important as yet, but they might, and
so he determined to wait. Presently Bolton and
the younger boy came in, but as they did not appear to recognize him, Dick made no sign. Then
the redcoats began to talk of matters which in•
terested him.
"I don't see why we don't set at that mud fort
of the rebels and batter it down," said one.
"Well, you k eep quiet for a little and maybe
we will," answered another.
"It won't be such a long time, either,'' declared a third, "for I happen to know that General Howe is about."
At this moment a newcomer entered the room
and glanced quickly around him: He was the

last person Dick had expected to see here, the
spy he had left in New York.
"I would be careful what I said,'' he interrupted, striding rapidly over to the table where the
redcoats were sitting.
"Hello, Riddell,'' said one.
"Well, you "'" e a riddle,'' declared another.
"What are you doing up here?"
"Looking out for the King's interests,'' and then
he dropped his voice so low that Dick could not
hear what he said.
He looked over at the boy, however, and in a
moment the redcoats leaped to their feet.
"Seize him! .He is Dick Slater, the spy!" they
cried.
Dick sprang up and made for the door. As he
threw it openL some one entered, and the way was
blocked. Betore Dick could throw the person
aside, the redcoats were upon him.
"Lock him up," said the spy. "We must learn
something from him before we deliver him to
the general."
"There has been a large reward offered for his
apprehension," declared one of t11e redcoats.
"Yes, and we will share it among us."
Bolton now gave Dick a look which he understood. He was searched, pistols being found
upon him, but no papers.
"I know the fellow without them," said Biddell, "and this is a most important capture. Take
him away."

CHAPTER VI.-Beset by Many Dangers.
Dick was taken to a room in the rear, on the
floor above and locked in. A guard was stationed in the hall outside to prevent his making
any attempt at escape. There was more than
one way to get out, however. Dick went to the
window and looked out. There were redcoats at
the back of the house. Dick looked around him
and presently saw Theodore Bolton come along.
He looked up and saw Dick at the window and
nodded. Dick raised up the lower sash, and fastened it up with a bolt. The boy looked up and
then walked away. Not far away there was a
tree, to one of the branches of which a swing
was hung. The branches were not near enough
for Dick to leap to from the window. Presently
Theodore returned, accompanied by Fay.
The boy put the child on the swing, fastening
her in so that she would not fall out. Then.. he
began to swing her, each time higher and higher.
In a moment Dick realized what he was doing.
The swing approached nearer and nearer the window, every time it swung forward. If it were
swung high enough, the child would touch the
window itself. Dick now leaned forward, ready
to catch the child the moment she reached him.
It came nearer and neare1· every time, but still
.not near enough. It seemed as if the boy did
not possess the strength necessary to send it
higher. Presently Bolton himself came in sight.
He said something to Fay and then stepped back.
Seizing the board of the swing, he got under it
as it went soaring up in the air. Dick saw it
coming, braced his feet, reached out with both
arms and caught it as it wa.s about to return on
' ' · ·
·
the downward oath.
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"Hello, my dear," he said, kissing the child. himself to be taken, if there were a possible way
out of it. He turned his horses' head toward the
"I am going back with you this time."
Then he drew up first one leg and then the fence and urged him to it. The horse understood
other, till he sat on the sill. Reaching as high that he was to take the fence, but stumbled as
as he could with his hands, he swung off. Down he reached it and sent Dick flying. Over it he
he went with a rush, but Bolton and Theodore went, landing on all fours on soft ground. , He
were ready to catch him as he neared the ground. was not injured, and quickly picked himself up,
"That was a lovely swing, but I don't want to diving into the bushes. His horse .fell against
go as high as that very often," said the child.
th e fence but did not break it down. Some of
"I trust that you won't have to, for my sake," the dragoons now attempted to take the fence to
go in pursuit of Dick. One of them was thrown
returned Dick, with a smile.
"Here is your horse," said Theodore.
and fell into a soft spot, which Dick had avoided.
"Thank you, but it is not safe for me to re- He arose, his hands and face plastered with black
main longer. Good-by, little sweetheart."
mud and looking very i·idiculous. Another went
He kissed Fay, who had been taken out of the over all right, but his horse got in the bog and
was extracted with great difficulty. One got over
swing, jumped into the saddle and rode away.
"There is no need of going any farther," he on good ground, but by this time Dick was out
said to himself, "and I have probably learned all of sight. He made a rapid detour, came out upon
the road well in the rear of the redcoats, and hurI could."
He presently heard some one coming toward ried on afoot.
him and halted. There was no knowing who it
"Better to lose my horse than my liberty," he
might be, and Dick determined to take no risks. said to himself, as he hurried on.
Dismounting, he led his horse into the bushes
Before long he heard the clatter of hoofs be.and made him lie down. In a few moments a hind him .
number of redcoats appeared on the road. With
"They are coming back after me," h e muttered.
them was Riddell, the spy.
Quickly taking off his hat and qoat, he stuffed
"That fellow must know the plans of the fort, them under a bush in a way to make it look as
and the arrangement of the troops," said the man. if he were hiding there. Then he ran on at full
"Yes, he is the captain of ·a troop himself."
speed, the clatter of hoofs drowning the sound of
"Then we must make him tell us all about it." his footsteps. The redcoats saw his coat, sup"Yes, if he will."
posed that they had discovered his hiding place
"If he will?" echoed Riddell. "He can't help and surrounded it. Then they called out to him
himself. We'll hang the young rebel if he re- to come out, under pain of being shot. He did
fuses to tell."
·
not obey the command, and the fierce captain
would have ordered his men to fire, had not one
"They say he's a peculiar young fellow."
"So he is, but it takes the pluck out of any one of them pulled Dick's hat and coat from the
bushes. The delay had allowed the young pato have a rope about his neck."
"Then you think you can frighten the truth out triot to escape, and the captain was greatly angered and disappointed. Dick went on in his
of him?"
shirt, hose and breeches and was now safe from
"I am sure I can."
"And I am sure that you won't have a chance," pursuit. The weather was not sharp for the seachuckled Dick, as the spy and the redcoats rode son, and Dick would have endured a good deal
more for the sake of his freedom.
on out of sight.
He now led his horse out upon the road and
went on toward the American lines.
"It w.as just as well that I was cautious," he
CHAPTER VIL-Mysteries.
said to himself. "Riddell would have recognized
m e in a moment and I could not have returned
When Dick Slater entered the camp on foot and
without meeting other en emies."
At that moment he heard horses coming on without either hat, coat or weapons, th e Liberty
behind him at a gallop. He looked back and saw Boys knew that something had happened.
"Hello, Dick, what's the matter?" cried · Bob.
that it was a party of British dragoons. They
Dick told them the story, all being greatly inmight not recognize him, and then some of them
might, and he did not care to put himself be- terested.
tween two danger s. He went on at good speed,
"Those Boltons are regular trumps," declared
therefore, the dragoon giving chase. If he had Bob, "and we ought to do something for them."
had his own horse, there would n ever have been
"If every boy puts in a s little as sixpence, it
any doubt of the result. Now, however, he was would mean over two guineas for them,'' said
not certain. And in a moment he heard some Ben.
one coming in the opposite direction.
"And that is something, these days," observed
"If it happens to be some of our fellows, it is Sam, "and I'm sure we think Dick is worth sixall right,'' he muttered.
pence."
It was not, however. It was a party of red"They may get along this way," remarked Bob,
coats headed by the imperious captain of the day "and if they do, we must help them, for Dick's
sake."
before.
"Jove! There is the young rebel himself, this
Shortly after noon Dick and Bob set off on
very mom ~nt," the officer shouted.
their horses along Spu yten Duyvil creek to the
Dick was caught between two fires. Both par- bridge, to cross into Westchester. They wore
ties were rapidly approaching him, and there their uniforms, as they were not likely to meet
seemed to be no escape. Dick Slater was a boy any enemies in that direction. They were to take
<>f resources, however. He was not going to let instructions to certain officers in that section,
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and to look at the condition of certain defences,
and to report upon them. Near Kingsbridge they
came upon the Boltons, with their traveling equipage, making their way toward the bridge.
"Where are you going?" asked Dick.
"Across into Westchester to see what money
may be picked up," antiwered the showman.
"I think you are wise to stay away from here.
There will be a battle very shortly."
"So I understood from what I 'eard· the redcoats say. I 'ave no liking for battles. They
don't bring hin any coin."
"Tell me," said Dick, riding alongside the cart,
"little Fay is not your own child, is she?"
"Well, no, she ain't," the showman answered,
"but my 'eart goes bout to 'er, as much as hif
she were."
"You have adopted her, then?"
"Why, no, we 'aven't, rightly. We found 'er
when we was travelin' hover in the hold country.
She was a wee thing, about t}lree years hold."
"Was she lost?"
"We couldn't tell whether she was lost, strayed
or stolen, fdr she couldn't tell us nothink, an' so
we took 'er in an' did for 'er like."
"And you n,ever learned anything about her?"
"Nothink, an' then we come over 'ere, thinking
we could do somethink better, an' so we 'ave, but
'aven't found 'ide nor 'air of the young un's people."
"Did you expect to?" asked Dick.
"Well, we hopined we might, bein' has we found
'er near a seaport. We 'aven't found nothink, an'
we've kept the things she 'ad on an' the keepsakes, hopin' they might lead to identifyin' 'er."
"And they have not?"
"Not yet."
"Had you no clue to her name?"
"No; only the letters what spelled her nameF. A. Y.-worked in her clothes."
"Then you called her Fay on that account?"
"Yes, and that seemed happropriate like, bein'
as she was a fay in her looks, pretty and dainty,
and delicate like."
"But this is a hard life for her."
"No, she seems to like it, and she's 'ealthier
than she ever was before."
"But sbme accident might befall her, as might
have happened yesterday."
"Very true, and yet we always look hout for
'er. I don't know when me belt slipped before."
"Well, I should be sorry to have anything happen to her."
"So should we, sir, all on us. Young Theodore
just hadores that young 'un. 'E ain't the only
one, neither, but t'others is."
"Theodore is not your son?"
"No, 'e's a waif an' a stray, toQ, but 'e's a
clever lad, and we'd be as sorry to lose 'im has
if 'e was our hown."
"Well, you seem to take as good care of him,
and I trust that they will be a comfort to you."
Having crossed the bridge, Dick and Bob left
the strange company, and went off upon their errand.
"They're an honest company, after all, Dick,"
said Bob.
"Yes, they seem to be, although somewhat uncouth."
The boys had finished their errands and were
making their way toward the bridge when they

saw two young ladies on horseback coming rap.
idly toward them.
"Hello, there are the girls!" cried Bob.
"So they are," said Dick. "They are not being
run away with, are they?"
"No, I think not, and they are running away
to escape an enemy up this way."
The boys rode on to meet the two girls, who
drew rein upon perceiving them. The girls were
the boys' sisters, Edith Slater and Alice E stabrook, and their sweethearts as well. The boys
were like brothers, the sister of each being the
sweetheart of the other.
"Were you girls in any hurry?" asked Bob.
"No, but ·our horses were," laughed Alice.
"A man had a dancing bear," explained Edith,
"and our horses took fright, but not enough so
to become unmanageabl e."
"Bolton ought to get hold of him,'' laughed
Bob, "to add to the perfo1·mers."
"Where were you going?" Dick asked. "There
are likely to be exciting times around the fort
very shortly."
"We came to see some friends at Kingsbridge,
but we are going away very soon."
"I would advise you to do so, as I do not know
at what time there may be trouble."
"Mother needed some medicines," added Edith,
"and we rode down to get them."
Dick and Bob lived near Tarrytown, and Dick's
mother was an invalid, never having recovered
fully from the ~hock of her husband's death a
few months before. The girls now rode on, being
in haste, and the boys continued their journey.
At the bridge they saw a crowd gathered, and
Bob said:
"As neither Major nor my bay are afraid of
these trained beasts, suppose we take a look at
this one. We may get an idea or two."
They were to get more than he supposed.

CHAPTER VIII.-Dick and the Bear.
Sitting their horses on the edge of the crowd
near the bridge, Dick and Bob watched the ant ics
of the performing bear, and listened to the observations of the spectators. The bear had a
leather muzzle and a heavy collar, to which a
rope was attached, one end being held by the
exhibitor.
"Now, then," said the latter, putting a stick in
the bear's paws, "show the ladies what a fine
soldier you are."
Then he gave certain commands, which the
bear obeyed, going through the drill with evident
great intelligence.
"Ah, you are de great soldier. You are in de
harmy, yes? What harmy do you belong to?"
"That fellow is pretending,'' said Dick.
"Yes ; sometimes he speaks very well, and then
he speaks brokenly."
"He forgets to do so. He can talk as well as
either of us."
The bear began to walk with a very uncertain
gait.
"W'at harmy is that-the British?"
Hisses were heard on all sides.
"Oh, dey no like clat. W'at you t'ink? The
Americans win this fight?"
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The bea1· shook his head. Then a number of
the spectators began to express their opinions.
"The bear is as much a cheat as the pretended
Canadian," whispered Dick.
·
"Is that so, Dick?" greately astonished.
"Yes ; that is a man in a bear's skin. I believe
he is a spy as well as a cheat."
"Do you think so, Dick?" Bob whispered.
"Yes," and then in a loud tone: "Be ca1·eful
what you say, good people, the bear is listenini;,
and will report what you say to General Howe. '
Many laughed, but the bear began to move toward the edge of the crowd nearest the bridge.
"That is no bear at all, but a man, and a spy
at that!" cried Dick.
The spectators began to· murmur angrily, and
press upon the bear. The latter suddenly seized
his rope and made a dash toward the crowd.
Many, still thinking him a bear, scattered and
made way for him. Then he '3uddenly threw back
his head and showed the head of a man beneath.
"Riddell, the spy!" cried Dick, charging at him.
The pretended Canadian quickly disappeared in
the crowd. Riddell, drawing his pistol, aimed it
at Dick as h e' ran. Many, not noticing the man's
head, ran, horses being frightened also, and the
greatest confusion prevailing. Riddell could not
handle his pistol readily, with his bearskin gloves
and pulled one of them off. Dick was charging
. at him now with his.own pistol drawn.
"Stop or I'll fire!" he cried, with a clear way
before him, but Dick was fast gaining upon him.
Seeing no other chance of escape, the man suddenly leaped upon the rail and jumped into the
water, still in the bear's skin. Dick dismounted,
ran to the rail and watched for him to come up.
He shortly appeared, far downstream , having
gotten rid of his clumsy disguise. This was presently seen floating downstream. The spy swam
un der water toward the New York shore, and
presentl y disappeared around a bend. Dick waited for Bob, whom he saw coming, and said:
"Well, our bear has disappeared, and I do not
think that Mr. Riddell will use the disguise
again."
"It was lucky that you discovered the cheat."
"Yes, for he could have made his way into the
camp, and perhaps into the fort, and learned
rnu.:-h."
'·How did you manage to detect him, Dick?"
"First, from the man, who I knew was a cheat.
Then the bear's motions were not natural. Next
I saw his eyes."
"You observe everything, Dick," with a laugh.
"Well, a good many things, at any rate, Bob."
"I thought it was a bear, and I guess that everyone else did."
"They took it for granted, judging by appearances."
"It was a very clever thing to do, and I believe
that if you and I had not b een around, he would
have learned many thi ngs."
"I think he would, Bob."
"You would have succeeded better, Dick."
"Perhaps, but I would not care to be hampered
with a di ::-guise like that."
Dick now mounted, and he and Bob rode back
to camp. Bob told the story of the dancing bear,
the boys being greatly amused as well as interested. There was great excitement at Fort Washington that evening. General Howe had sent a
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demand for the surrender of the fort, with a
threat of proceeding to extremities should he
have to calTy it by assault. Morgan replied that
he did not think Howe would carry out a threat
so unworthy of him, and added that "actuated by
the most glorious cause that mankind ever fought
in, I am determined to defend this post to the
very last extremity." Thus matters stood at the
close of the day of November 15.

CHAPTER IX.-A Double

Misfo~ne.

Upon being apprised by Magaw of his peril,
General Greene sent over reinforcements, exhorting the colonel to stick to his position, and not
to give up the fort. The Liberty Boys heard the
news, with others, and were greatly excited. It
was not necessary for Dick Slater to tell them
to do their best, for they had already determine<l
upon that.
"We must make a brave stand, Liberty Boys,"
he said, "so that even if we are defeated, we
shall have nothing with which to reproach ourselves."
The boys made no reply, but Dick knew, am!
all knew, that they would do their best. After
dark Dick set out to reconnoiter~ the night being
dark. He was approaching Kingsbridge. havinzcome around the hills from Fort Wash ington,
when h e heard the sudden guttural hail of a sen·
try.
"Hessians!" he muttered, dismounting and advancing cautiously.
The hail was repeated by another Hessian, and,
stealing along, Dick saw tliat there was an encampment of them.
_
"Knyphausen has advanced,'' he said to himself.
The camp and that of the patriots was separated by high and rough hills, covered by almost
impenetrable woods. Cannon were of no use at
that point, however, but the Hessians might
march around the hills. Dick crept on as near
as he dared to the enemy, but could not learn
much on account of the darkness of the night. He
returned, therefore, satisfied that there was nqthing more that he could do. Early the next morning Magaw made his preparations to meet the
expected attack. With the recent additions to
his forces, he now had about three thousand men,
the greater part of whom were stationed about
the outworks. Colonel Lambert Cadwalader, with
his Pennsylvanians, was posted in the outer lines,
two and one-half miles south of the fort, where
Lord Percy, with sixteen hundred men, menaced
it. Receiving word that Colonel Sterling was
droppin g down the Harlem in bateaux to flank
the lines and take him in the rear, Cadwalader
despatched Dick to oppose Sterling's landing.
Dick at once dashed off at the head of his
brave boys to do this. Reaching the river, the
gallant fellows at once endeavored to prevent
Sterling from landing. Volley after volley were
poured into the enemy's ranks, and many were
killed and wounded. Sterling persisted, however,
and succeeded in landing, forcing his way up a
steep height, carried a redoubt there, and captured nearly two hundred prisoners. The Liberty Boys had made a brave stand, but they could
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not accomplish impossibili ties, and had retreated
in good order toward the fort to tell Cadwalade r
of his danger.
Meanwhile Rawlings had kept Knyphause n and
his Hessians . at bay until Rahl forced his way
up a steep height, carried a redoubt there, and
directly up the steep north side of the hill at the
creek. The rifles of Rawlings' men, as well as
the guns, had become clogged from frequent discharges, and were now useless. The Hessians
drove the riflemen from their stronghold, and
drove them to . within a hundred yards of the
fort. Cadwalade r, doubly assailed, made his retreat to the fort, but told Dick to fall back toward the creek, check the enemy all he c011ld,
and make his escape if possible. Cadwalade r
fought his way valiantly back to the fort, his line
of march being strewn with Hessian dead. The
I..O>erty Boys held back a considerabl e force of
the enemy approachin g from the river, till at
length Dick beheld the British colors flying over
the fort. There was no further hope, and Dick
at once gave orders to fall back. ··He knew a
hidden pass among the hills, leading to Kingsbridge, ·and at once sent the boys in that direction, led by Bob. He remained behind himself,
with Ben Spurlock and a handful of brave fellows.
Bob took the lead, knowing the pass, while
Mark commanded the rearguard. They had nearly all departed, and Dick and his brave fellows
were about to follow, when there came a sudden
alarm. From an unexpected quarter a strong
force of British burst upon them.
"Away with you, boys!" shouted Dick.
The plucky fellows obeyed, Ben Spurlock, on
his roan, being close' to Dick. A horde of redcoats dashed after the boys, and two or three on
each side seized Dick by the legs, pulling off his
boots. Then Major was halted, but dashed away
again, at Dick's command, when the gallant
young captain was pulled out of his saddle. Ben
defended Dick, but was captured, both being hurried off to a fence at the side of the road, in full
sight of the fort. The leader of the redcoats was
the very captain whom Dick had met on one or
two occasions. He recognized Dick, "and ordered
him bound to the fence, his boots being thrown on
the ground at his feet. Ben was held by two
redcoats, while the officer stood in front of Dick.
"Why shouldn't I order you thrashed within an
inch of your life?" he demanded.
"You are quite capable of such an unusual act,''
Dick replied, the officer having a cruel face.
"Take a bludgeon and beat some sense into this
rebel,'' said the officer to one of his men.
A brutal-look ing fellow tore a stout splinter
from a fence rail and came forward. Ben Spurlock glared at the man and muttered angrily under his breath.
"Say 'Long live the king, and death to all rebels!'" commanded the officer, glaring at Dick.
"I will not!" answered the brave young patriot
defiantly.
"Beat him till he does !" growled the captain,
nodding to his underling.
At the command of the heartless officer the
brutal redcoat raised his stick to strike Dick,
bound and helpless. Ben suddenly broke away
from the men who were holding him, ran forward
and knocked the redcoat down.

CHAPTER X.-An Uneasy Prisoner.
There was instant confusion when Ben felled
the redcoat. In the first place, the man was much
heavier than Ben, and the thing surprised all.
Ben Spurlock had all his muscles well developed,
however, from constant exercise in the open air,
and possessed more strength than one not knowing him would have supposed. With the swiftness of a lightning flash, Ben now snatched one
of the captain's pistols, turned it upon him, and
said hotly:
"I've a mind to serve you out, next, you brute!
Don't you know the courtesy due to one of your
own rank?"
The captain flushed angrily, and some of the
redcoats made a dash at Ben.
"Run, Ben!" cried Dick. "I will be all right."
Ben scurried away, secured his horse, and went
dashing off toward the pass. He met Mark and
some of the boys, with Major, and said:
"Dick is in the hands of the enemy, but there's
no time to do anything now. We will have to
watch for a fitting opportunity to rescue him."
Meanwhile , upon Ben's escape, another officer
had come up and said to the captain:
"Captain Marsden, you will occupy the farmhouse yonder as a guardhouse . Who is this rebel
'
officer?"
"He is Dick Slater, the rebel spy, an--"
"He is a captain. Why is he bound ? "
Marston colored and replied uneasily:
"He is a slippery fellow, and I thought he
would get away. Then the fellow is a spy, and
he---"
"He is the captain of the Liberty Boys, and
should be treated with more respect. Untie him
and take him to your quarters. Keep him a prisoner, but treat him with proper respect."
Dick was unbound and put on his boots and
then the captain and his party went over t~ the
farmhou se, about a quarter of a mile distant.
The captain was in a surly mood, and had nothing to say to his prisoner. Dick was placed in a
little garret room at the top of the house, and
left to himself, the door being lock¢ on the outside. He had reason to congratula te himself at
not being taken to the fort. The garrison had
surrendere d as prisoners of war, the men being
allowed to retain their baggage and the officers
their swords. It was likely that they would soon
be sent down to the city to crowd the prisons
there, and Dick considered himself most fortunate in not being with them.
"These are not the most comfortabl e quarters "
he said to himself, "but they are preferable to 'a
prison, ai:d there are more chances of escape."
The wmdow was small, and at some height
from the floor, Dick being unable to look out
from where he stood. There was a chest of
drawers in an attic room, and this he pushed
under the window and climbed upon. Sitting on
top of it, he could look out and see the grounds
at the back of the house. There were guards
posted there, and probably on the road also the
'
place being an outpost.
"There is little chance of getting out by this
window," he said to himself , "so the guards are
·
superfluous as far as I am concerned."
The window was too small for him to squeeze
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through, and even if he could have done so, there
was no way of seeing down. The window was a
dormer, but there was no ledge along which he
might walk, and he had nothing by which he
might lower himself.
"I mu st get out by the door, if any way," he
said to himself, "and that means danger."
A sudden dash when some one came to bring
him his supper might accomplish it, and this
seemed to be his only chance. There was no door
·connecting with any other room, and the one door
there was seemed too strong to break down. As
he dropped down from the chest of drawers he
stepped on a loose board, which creaked.
"Hello, this may be my chance," he said to himself.
He turned it on its side and ran it along in a
space between the floor beams. He could reach
beyond the door without meeting with any obstructions. The space between the beams was
sufficiently wide and deep for him to crawl along.
"If I do not go crashing through the ceiling,
this may be my chance," he said.
Then he tore up the board next to the one he
had already removed. The boards were wide, and
the space he had made by removing them was
·sufficient.
"Now, if there are only some more loose boards
in the passage without, I shall be lucky," was his
thought.
He pushed the chest of drawers against the
door, which opened into the room. The weight of
the piece of furniture would prevent the door
from being opened readily. This might be an
advantage, but at all events Dick meant to give
the redcoats all the trouble he could. Having
pushed the heavy chest against the door, he bethought him to look into it. He opened one
drawer after another, and at last came upon an
old blue military cloak with a scarlet lining.
"This may be of use," he said, as he drew it
out, "and it will keep me from bei:ig covered
with dust."
He wrapped it about him, closed the drawer,
and then got into the space between the beams.
It was dusty, but the laths below and the plaster
on top of him were strong, and he felt never a
crack as he crept along. When he had got under
the boards he had none too much room, but he
did not have any too little, so that was a comfort. He seemed to know when he had passed
under the door, and after that he began to feel
for loose boards. At last he found one. Now to
get this up without cracking the plastering under
me," he thought.
He pressed upward against it, and it broke off
short, where it was nailed to the n ext beam. The
board on the near side of the opening thus made
was secure. That on the far side was loose, fortunately, and Dick was able to raise it. The
noise he had made had not been heard apparentl y. He listened intently, but could hear no
suspicious sounds. Then he drew himself out of
the hole, and replaced the boards.
"It was lucky for me that the house was old,
and the boards oose and worm-eaten," he muttered.
He was covered with dust from head to foot,
and he was glad that he had thought of the cloak,
for the saving of his uniform it afforded, if for no
other reason.
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"So far, so good," he said, as he shook off the
dust.
"Now, what next?"
The next was the opening of a door at the-foot
of the attic stairs.

CHAPTER XL-Back in Camp.
Dick had got out of the attic room none too
In another moment footsteps were heard
commg up the steep attic stairs. Dick was now
out of the house. He saw a horse standino- at
the gat:e. He untether~d the horse and le~ped
upon his back. Gallopmg away for some distance, he came upon a detachment of the Liberty
Boys who had set out to rescue. him. The boys
were delighted to see that he was safe and after
telling them of his adventure, they ~11 set out
for the camp. Evening was rapidly drawing on
and it was after sunset when the boys reached
the camp. Bob and the rest received them with
t~e wildest demonstrations of joy upon their arrival.
'.'I kne.w I c?uld trust Mark to get you out,"
sa},d the impulsive young first lieutenant.
Ye.s, but I didn't," la~hed Mark. "He got
out himself."
However, none of the boys would give Mark
a~y ;ess credit, for he had been ready to go to
Dick s assistance as soon as it grew dark and
it was only by good fortune that the young captain had got ahead of him. The effor't had been
made, and Dick himself knew that the boys would
have done all they could if his own attempt had
failed . . Mm·k and Ben and Sam and the rest got
all credit therefore, as ·they deserved, and it was
a. happy lot of boys that rested in camp that
~n_ght, after the fall of Fort Washington. The
;'-'1berty Boys had made a· brave stand, and, even
if they had been defeated, no one thought any
the less of them for it.
Ther~ was a sh1;1-rp lookout k~pt about the camp
that · n~ght, as 1t was possible that th<! enemy might come over into Westchester. There
was no alarm given, however, the enemy s eeming
c?ntent with the victory they had won, for the
time. ~he whole of New York island was in their
po ss es~1on now, and from it incursions could be
made mto Westchester, up the river, or along the
Sound. In the morning Dick jumped upon Major,
and with Bob and one or two oth.e rs set off t oward Kingsbridge to reconnoiter. Th ;y halted at
a tave~ on the Kingsbridge roacl, not far from
the bndge, and in a moment saw a score of
mounted redc~ats approaching.
soo~.

CHAPTER XII.-A Plot Against the Captain.
The redcoats, seeing the four Liberty Boys se t
up a shout and went dasRing after them." And
at that very moment a cart drawn by two horses
came out of a )ane and started to cross the road.
Lashed to the cart, and sticking out behind it
was a long, gaily painted pole. In fact, the Dolton f.amily were on their travels, and the pole
was the one used by Bolton in his famou s balancing act. The redcoats might have gon '! around
the cart, but the pole proved to be an obstruction.
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"Hello, there, get out of the way, you clown!"
s houted the leader of t he redcoats.
1't was Marston, Dick having recognized him
before he spoke. Bolton's horses, for some apparently unaccountable reason, suddenly refused
to budge. They were in such a position that no
one could pass either in front or behind. The
lane did not cross the road, but merely ran into
it. The pole, sticking out in the rear, prevented
the redcoats passing that way, and the horses
were so near the side of the road that there was
n o room in front. Dick and his companions turned swiftly and dashed away. And then the showman's horses suddenly became tractable again,
and gave the redcoats tl1eir share of the road.
By that time, -however, the boys were nowhere to
be seen.
"Why did you hinder us, you cur?" stormed the
captain, riding alongside the cart.
"Lord love ye, sir, them 'orses does just what
they takes a mind to. I cawn't do hanythink with
'em when they gets that way."
"You saw us coming. Why didn't you wait?"
"Why, bless yer 'eart, sir, them 'orses is that
f ond of show that they wants to be in it, and you
couldn't drive them hout hof it."
"I believe you're a rebel yourself, and you stopped so that the other rebel could escape."
"What hother rebels was those, sir? You
cawn't mean the young gentleman in blue that
rode so fine?"
"Yes, I can, and I do," sharply. "That young
rebel got away once before, and when you were
about, too. I believe you had a hand in it then,
although I never could tell how it was done. It
was the most extraordinary thing I ever heard
of."
"Yes, sir, 'ow was it done, sir? Per'aps I could
explain, sir."
Marston muttered something under his breath
and drew off his men, evidently not caring to venture too far into a hostile country without knowing more about it. Dick and Bob had not been
so far away at the time, and Ben and Sam were
not much farther. As the angry captain and his
men rode away, Dick and Bob came out from behind a thick clump of bushes where they had
been hiding.
"Thank you, Mr. Bolton," said Dick. "You happened by in the very nick of time."
"I was glad to be of 'elp to you, Captain," said
Bolton.
Fay, hearing- Dick's voice, looked out between
the curtains behind the showman.
"How do you do!" she said quaintly.
"Pretty \veil, thank you, little sweetheart," Dick
returned.
"Are you going with us ?" the child continued.
"No, my dear, although I hope to see you again
soon. Corne, boys, we mu st follow these redcoat<>."
"You won't let them catch you, Captain?"_Fay
asked.
"No, my dear, we will not."
T he boys then rode off once more in the direction of Kingsbridge. They caught sight of the
>reclcoa.ts in the distance, and went on. At length,
a s they rode on continuously, they saw some of
t he redcoats in front of a large, well-shaded
house, settin g well back from the road. Some
w ere standing unrler th• tree ~, while ~orne sat
ill comfortable chairs on the broad veranda.

"That looks like Marston and his party," observed Dick, "but I would like to know whether
they are just stopping there for the time, or if
t h ey have taken up their quarters at the house."
They advanced somewhat nearer, keeping hidden behind the trees and watching the redcoats.
"It looks as if they were quartered there, Dick,"
muttered Bob, at length.
"Yes, so it does."
"I like their impudence!"
"I don't," ·with a laugh, "but I think I might
take advantage of it."
"How so, Dick?" carelessly.
"By capturing our arrogant captain and making the redcoats exchange one of our men for
him."
"Jove! that's a saucy idea, Dick," exclaimed
Bob.
"vVell, they call us 'saucy young rebels,' so I
don't see why we should not do saucy things,"
with a smile.
"Jove! if we can do it, Dick, it will increase
their respect for us fortyfold."
"I would not mind taking down the puffed-up
fellow several pegs," chuckled Ben.
"It may teach him manners," added Sam, "and
dear knows he needs it."
"We'll think it over, at any rate," continued
Dick.
They saw a teamster approaching, and when he
came along Dick asked:
"Are the redcoats quartered in the hous'E! yonder?"
"Wardle's? Yes, they be, an' it's a big piece
of impudence. Old Cy Wardle is as good a patriot as lives, an' it's a mighty shame to have
redcoats quarbered onto him."
"Yes, so it is; but let us hope that they won't
stay long."
"He'll stay as long as he can, Marsden or Marston, or whatever his name is. He's a regular
hog, to my way of thinkin', an' I'd like to see
him drove out, right away."
Dick smiled, but said nothing, and then the
boys all rode away toward the camp. They overtook the showman and his family, and Dick rode
alongside the cart and said:
"I wouldn't go very far. There is a quiet littla
inn quite near here, where the rates are very
reasonabl<e, and I would like to have you near us
for a time."
"Very good, Captain," replied the mountebank.
"Hanythink to oblige a friend."
"I think you will be able to pick up some money. and I may be abl e to put something in your
wav mvself."
'iThank you, kindly, Captain," replied Jeremy,
who suspected sh r ewdly that Dick had need of
him, and did not want to say too much about it.
"Very well," and then Dick rode on.
"You want the showman to help us, Dick?" asked Bob.
"I think that he will, and without being suspected."
"Have you made your plans?"
"Not yet , Bob, or not fully, at all events. I
want to get the lay of the land, the plan of the
h ouse, and some other details."
"Then you have .settled upon capturing our
upstart captain?"
"If it is possible," decidedly.
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"I suppose I may be included in the arrangements?" with a chuckle.
"By all means, and Ben as well. He is interested, as he has a grudge against the fellow."
"Not a grudge, altogether, " laughed Ben, "but
I'd like to see the pompous fellow taken down,
and, as for that other chap, I'd like to give him a
thrashing."
"They both deserve it," sputtered Bob. "Marston had no right to order the man to strike Dick,
and, if any one des.e1:ves a thrashing, he do~s."
Reaching the camp, the boys quickly put on
cli><guises, took other horses, and set off for the
:farmhouse. They did not all go together or by
the same roar!, and, if they happened to lJleet
near the house, we11e not to recognize each other.
Bob and Dick set off together, but Ben and Sam
went separately. Coming iJ?- sight of the house,
Dick dismounted , tethered his horse among some
bushes out of sight from the road, and went on
afoot, Bob intending to follow a little later. Co;ming in front of the house, the first person Dick
s·a w was Riddell, the spy.

CHAPTER XIII.-Arra nging Details.
Dick looked like an ordinary country boy as
he went shuffling along with his hands in his
pockets. Stopping in front of the gate, he
drawled:
"Folks to hum, hey? Yew don't live here, I
guess? Don't recollect even havin' seen yew,
anyhow."
Riddell looked sharply at Dick, but failed to
recognize him.
"No, they aren't," he answered. "Did you want
to see them ? "
"Why; o' course," with a silll laugh. "Samanthy an' me is keepin' comp ny, didn't yew
know that?"
The brutal redcoat whom Ben had knocked
down now stepped up and said:
"Send the fellow away, Riddell; he may be a
rebel spy, and--"
"I'd like to know whom you are calling Riddell," retorted the spy sourly. "I'm Mr. Uiddell
to you. Keep your distance."
"I'll have no common civilians talking like that
.to me," snarled the redcoat. "I'm a soldier in
his majesty's service, and as much above you
a s--"
"Oh, you are, are you?" scornfully. "Why,
you toad, you'll never get above the ranks, if
you stay in them, you drunken, thieving, lying

--"

The redco·a t struck at the spy, and was promptly knocked down. Then a sergeant came out of
the house hurriedly, and said :
"Mr. Riddell, the captain requests that there
be less noise, as he does not wish to be disturbed. You," to the soldier, "are under arrest. Report to the corporal of the guard."
The private went away :in a sullen mood, and
just then Bob came riding along.
"What will you take for that horse, boy?"
asked the sergeant, stepping out to the gate.
He gave Dick a push, which the boy returned,
landing him on his back. Riddell laughed, and
the sergeant sprang up angrily, rushed through
J
•
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the gate, and struck at Dick. The young captain parried the blow, and said:
"Yew don't want tew fule with me, or yew
might get hurt. Where's yer manners, ennyhow?"
"Don't let him sass yer, bub," laughed Bob.
"These here redcoats hain't got no business over
here, anyhow."
"You young dog!" hissed the sergeant, suddenly drawing his pistol. "I'll--"
Dick suddenly seized his wrist and gave it such
a twist that he howled, and went on his knees,
dropping the pistol. Dick kicked this twenty
feet and, releasing the sergeant, said:
"I told yew so. Hain't yew got enny sence ?n
Then a window in the front of the house was
thrown up and Marston, flushed and angry, appeared, saying, angrily:
"Is this a cockpit or a bull ring? What do ·
you mean by all this noise? Clear these louts
out, if you have to shoot them!"
"I guess yew haven't enny more manners ':n
the rest," drawled Dick.
"They ain't any of 'em got any," drawled Bob.
"Sorry the folks ain't to hum. These what's
moved in ain't no credit to the neighborho od."
The sergeant called quickly, and half a dozen
redcoats oame hurrying around the side of the
house. The boys went on ·and, presently looking
back, saw that a guard was placed in the dooryard, and a sentry on the veranda.
"He seems to . be settled at the place, fast
enough," observed Bob.
"Yes, that seems to be certain."
"You would not try to carry him off by daylight, would you?"
"I am afraid that would be too bold. It would
1·equire a large force." ·
"Yes, and the sight of so many of us would
cause an alarm."
"I think that the evening would be the better
time," continued Dick.
"If he ren1ains there till then."
"Of course, but from present indications he ilf
likely to do so."
· Dick returned by a different road, Bob going
back as he had come. The young lieutenant saw
the guards before the house, and on the veranda,.
but saw nothing of Marston. Ben had been ti>
the house in the m eantime, and had seen ths
captain writing at a window. He saw nothing;
of either the spy or the man he had knocked
down, however. It w·a s quite certain that ths
man would remain at the house for that day at
least, and neither Ben nor Sam remained theM:
for any time. Later Dick sent three or foll!'
other boys to observe the house.
They were simply to pass it without stopping",
a s if they were on an errand and, after a reasonable time, to return. One carried a bundle whicll
he left in t he bushes, and another returned wi1h
the same in a different wrapping. The last bGyt
to pass the place r eported having seen MarstO!l
at the window of a front room on the second
floor. In the afternoon other boys reconnoiter ed,
and reported that Marston was still at the house.
As late as sunset Dick himself saw him there;
and had no reason to believe that he intend61
leaving. Then he went to the inn, where Boltm
had gone, saw the showman quietly, and said: ·
~-
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d rew his arms behind his back and secure<l the m.
Then the fellow was stowed away in th e bushes,
and Dick came forward rapidly. He and Bob
entered the house, followed by t he ot hers. An
.officer came out of a room on the ground floor and
was seized before he could make an outcr y. Then
Dick and Bob took a candle and hurried upstairs ,
the others keeping guard below. Meanwhile Ben
and his boys had entered and had enforced silence
upon a sergeant and a corporal whom t hey found
in the kitchen.
Dick and Bob reached the upper floor, and saw
a light under the floor. They advanced noiselessly, and Dick held the candle to the lock. The do or
was not locked, as he could see b y the light of the
candle. Dick put the candle on a little hall tab le
outside, and suddenly threw open the door. Marston was sitting at a table writing. He looked up
with a startled expression as the boys entered.
Before he could utter a sound Dick was at his
side, with a pistol at his head.
"Not a word!" he hissed.
Bob gagged him, as a mat ter of precauti on, and
took away his pistols. Then he bound the officer's arms behind him, and Dick said :
"Come. You will be unbound present ly. You
need have no fea r tha t I will order you to be
beaten."
The captain shot a baleful look at Dick as t he
two boys made h im get on his f eet, a nd hurried
him to the door. He tried to fo rce t hem t o ca rry
him, but a pistol put under his ear made h im
straighten up in an inst ant . The boys hu rried
him downstairs, and a signal was g iven to Ben.
Then they hurri ed outside and fo un d Sam and his
CHAPTER XIV.-How the Plan Succeeded.
party. Ben oame through the house an d left by
None of the boys had seen Riddell again since t he front door. The sergeant and cor poral were
the morning, and it was likely that he had gone left bound and gagged in the kitchen. Marston
.
was placed on a hor se between Dick and Bob, and
back to the island.
uttered
"He was probably trying to learn if we we1'0 then all hurried away. Presen tly Dick stepped
the croak of a frog, and a dark figure
a nywhere about," observed Dick.
"And not seeing us, he probably went back," forth.
"Bolton?"
answered Bob.
"Aye, Ca ptain."
"Yes. It would only complicate matters, if he
"Good!"
were at the house, and we do not want him."
Dick and Bob jumped down, took Marston from
"N-0, we do not," promptly.
and
All the arrangeme nts having been made, the his horse, unbound him, removed the gag·
boys left the camp something after eight o'clock, hurried him to the cart.
"Hurry on, be>ys," said Dick.
in three parties, each taking a different. road.
Then ·Bolton brought out a loose one-piece panThey all wore greatcoats, as much on account of
the chilliness of the night air as for the purpose taloon's suit, and Marston wa s quickl y cloth ed
of concealmen t. It was something before nine in it.
"What does this mean ?" he demanded angril y.
o'clock when they neared the house, dismounted
are one of th e company of mou ntebanks
"You
through
stole
Ben
forward.
stealthily
and went
a lane on foot to the rear of the house. A num- for the p11esent," said Dick. not, you will get a
"And if you S'ay you ar e
ber of redcoats were sitting around a fire near
·
the house. There wa..!? a light in the upper front bullet in your head," added Bob.
The angry and deeply cha grined prison er w as
room occupied by Marston. There was also one
where Anon the lower floor, and a sentr y paced up and tucked away in a corner of t he cart,
drew and Alexander Bolt on told him to lie quiet
down on the veranda.
come t o
Sam held the r(}ad to Kin gsbridge, while Bob a n d behave himself, and n o harm would
driver's seat1
a dvanced stealthily with his party. St ealing to- him. Bolt on was already on thejog.
Dick a na
ward the gate, they opened it noiselessly. Then and he now drove off at an ea sy
Be>b sa t on threi r hor ses in the middle of the r oad
the cry of a nighthawk wa s heard.
at"H'm! that's an ill-omened bird," muttered the and listened. In a mo ment t hey heard the cl
ter of hoofs.
s'e ntry.
"The alarm has been given ," said Dick. "ForBob an d his boys crept quietly along in the dark
till they n eared the veranda. Then they su d- wa rd !"
The boys rode on and at length overtook the
denl y sprang upon the guard. They wore thick
woolen hose over their shoes, and made no noise showman.
"The redcoats have taken t he alarm sooner
~ they advanced. One stuffe d a gag in the sentry's ·mouth, another disarmed him, and a third t han I thought they would," sa id Dick.

"We are going to carry off the British officer
who is at a f armhouse below."
"I knew you 'ad somethink on your mind, Captain," laughed the mounteban k softly.
"He is the man with whom you had some difficulty this morning," Dick continued.
"Rawther a hupstart sort of chap, I take it."
"Have your cart hitched and standing in the
road a little below here at nine o'clock."
"Very well."
"When you hear the croak of a frog you will
know we are coming."
"And you'll 'ave the hofficer, I suppose?"
"If not, you will hear no sound."
"You'll want the missus and the family, just
as hif we were on the move?"
"Yes, and an extra pantaloon dress."
"Very good, you shall 'ave it."
Dick returned to the camp and calle d Bob, Ben,
Sam and some others to his tent.
"You, Bob, with three boys, must advance in
front," he said, "and overpower the guard with
a s little noise as possible."
"All right."
"Then Ben must enter at the rear with three
.o thers, and Sam must hold the road with half a
dozen. "
The boys nodded. Then Bob and I will enter
the house, go upstairs , and surprise this f ellow."
"And all to be done at a signal?" a sked Bob.
"Yes-the cry of a hawk."
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"Well, I 'ad a hidea they would myself," Bo!- '
ton answered, "but it's all right an' proper. 'Ee's
asleep."
"You have not harmed him?" anxiously.
"No, we 'aven't 'urt 'im, but 'e won't give us
any trouble."
"Very good," and the boys rode on.
"They may have changed the guard sooner than
we anticipated," observed Dick.
"Yes, or one of those fellows may havie freed
himself, and then i·eleased the others."
Whatever it was, there were men coming on at
a gallop, and they had torches with them. Dick
and Bob turned into a side path and hid themselves securely. Up came a number of redcoats,
and one said to Bolton:
"Hello, Mr. Showman. Have :you seen a party
of rebels go this way with a prisoner-a British
officer?"
"I saw no British officer pass by, sirs, but there
were young gentlemen in blue and buff, if you
call such rebels."
"Young gentlemen, indeed!" scornfully. "Young
rebels, marauders, robbers; that's what they
were!"
"They did not look like that, surely,'' replied
Bolton.
"You haven't hidden any of them in your cart;
have you?" asked the redcoat.
"You can look if you like,'' the showman answered.
CHAPTER XV.-A Startling Admission.
One of the redcoats pulled aside the flap of the
cart cover, while another held up his torch.
"We were that tired that some of us 'aven't
'ad the time nor the hinclination to change our
clothes," said Bolton.
Andrew and Alexander wore the gaudy clothes
jn which they performed their various feats. Between them lay the figure of a clown, fast asleep.
He wore a ridiculous costume, and an absurd wig,
and had his face painted in fantastic style. Not
one of the redcoats recognized him as Marston,
but he was, nevertheless.
"We must go on,'' the redcoats said.
They rode on, but neither saw nor heard anything of the Liberty Boys. Then, fearing to go
too far, and fall into a trap, they turned back.
They passed the showman going on at an easy
jog, on their return, but did not trouble him. Not
long after the final departure of the :redcoats
some of the Liberty Boys rode up, and Dick said:
"You will not need to go on for the rest of the
night. Our camp is not far off."
"Very good, Captain. I'm not unwilling to
stop, myself."
The cart was drawn up inside the camp, and
the ho;rses taken out and looked after. There
was no alarm during the night, although a strict
watch was kept, as usual. The mountebanks slept
in their cart, as they often did at .night, but the
captured redcoat was put in a tent, strongly
guarded. He awoke in the morning, and was
highly indignant at finding himself dressed in
such an absurd fashion. He tore off his clown's
dress and wig, and rushed out of the tent, only to
be stopped by two of thE;? boys.
"Where is the rascally leader of this scoundrelly band of young rebels?" he d e~anded hotly.
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"\Ve know of no such person," answered Ben.
"Captain Slater is no scoundrel nor rascal. Moreovier, he does not order a helpless prisoner to be
beaten by a brutal soldier."
The captain flu shed angrily, and answered:
"You rebels will be roundly punished for this
abduction."
"Capture, Captain," corrected Ben. "There is
a difference. You are a prisoner of war, not a
kidnapecl person. I must oblige you to go to your
tent and await Captain Slater's pleasure."
Something later young Theodore took some
warm water, so·a p and shaving utensils into the
captain's tent.
"The captain thinks you may want to make
yourself presentable before he sees you, sir," the
boy said.
Marston looked sharply at him, muttered something under his breath, and said:
"You are not one of these "rascally young rebels?"
"N-0, and they are not rascally ,young rebels.
They are patriots, and young gentlemen."
"They dragged me out of my quarters and put
me in a cart, dressed me in an absurd fashion,
and painted my face. Don't ·you call that rascally?"
"That was father who made a Punchinello of
you," with a laugh, "and then, all is fair in war.
Why, your own men did not know you, and we got
away with you as quiet as could be."
The captain finished his shaving, looking as
precise and as ready for inspection as ever. Then
he turned to the boy and said:
"You are not one of this troop of soldiers?"
"No, I am not old enough; but if I were, I
would be one of them."
"What are you, then?"
"I am Mark Theodore Bolton, the boy wonder,
ground ·a nd lofty tumbler, acrobat, clown, and
.merrymaker."
"ls this showman your f.ather? You do not
look likie him."
"No, sir, truly he is not; albeit he has been
one to me, and all of us. I am a waif and a
stray, he says, but he has been good to me, and
so has Mother Bolton. So have the big boys. No
beatings, no hard words, sharing the best with
them, and like one of their own."
"You are fond of them?"
"Yes,'' simply. "They have been good to me."
"But this is a hard life."
"All life is hard, they say. A soldier has a
hard life. So has a sailor. Farmers fear the
savage foe, and dwellers in town the raids of the
redcoats."
"Are you content with it?"
"Till something better comes,'' simply.
"You were born here?"
"No ; or at least I was not found here. Father
Bolton found me in England. I have been with
him there and in this country."
The captain looked pale and anxious, and at
length said:
"You can tell the cook that I will have my
breakfast, and, if you will, let Captain Slater
kn-0w that I am ready to see Him."
"Very good, Captain," and the boy departed.
He spoke to Dick first, and the latter \vent to
the prisoner's t ent.
"You must pardon any inconveniences to which
you may have been put, C::ptain Mars~on," said
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Dick, "but we had reS-Olved upon your capture,
and were bound to accomplis h it."
"By George, you are a plucky young rebel, I
must acknowled ge."
"Not a rebel, Captain. We do not know the
word. We are patriots- America n soldiers. You
do not like to be called invaders, nor we rebels,
and yet you are invaders, while we are not rebels."
Marston blushed, and then asked:
"What do you know of this boy, this young
tumbler? "
"Very little. B<>lton tells me he ·picked him up,
alone and friendless , in England, when a mere
child, and has cared for him since."
"Captain Slater, I honestly believe that the boy
is my son!"

CHAP'l'E R XVI.-Th e Proofs Found.
"Your son, Captain? " repeated Dick, in utter
astonishm ent.
"Yes. He will be here agai11. shortly. Observe
him carefully. "
.
"I will do so."
In a moment Theodore entered and said:
"Your breakfast will be ready at once, Captain. Do you wish me to remain?"
"Yes," said Dick, while Marston nodded.
Now that he -was a prisoner and dependen t
upon others, he seemed to have lost much of the
overbeari ng manner which had made him so intolerable. He was evidently of good birth, but
had been accustome d to having his own way so
l-0ng, and had been so accustome d to regru:ding
every one in l!.Il inferior position as beneath him,
that it had warped his judgment and made him
arrogant and tyrannica l. Now 'that Dick saw the
man and the boy together, he noticed a strong
resemblan ce, which had not struck him before.
There was the same color of the eyes, the same
features, allowing for the difference of age, and
the same expressio n when Marston was at his best.
"Do you remember your father, boy?" asked
.ithe captain.
The boy looked at him fixedly, as if trying to
remembe r something .
"I don't know," he said. "There was some one,
long ago, it must be, who used to take me on
his shoulder and ride me around."
"Was it Bolton?" asked Dick.
"No, it was before that."
"Were there any birthmark s that you can remember? " Dick asked, turning to the captain.
"Y~s, but sometime s they fade out, and 1;1re
often identical on children who bear no relation
to each other."
"Still you might ask."
"It might do · no harm. Have you two moles
on your chest with a fine line running between
them?" to Theodore.
"Yes, I have; and one high on my left shoul.
de~"
"The boy had tlrose marks," said Marston, "but
that would not be proof enough. I have been
disappoin ted too many times to trust to them
a!One."
Dick stepped to the tent and said to A1thur
.
Mack::iy, who was passing:
uw;11 vnn o·n t" Mr,;_ Rolton and ask her if she

has ,any of the things which Theodore wore when

,
they found him?"
"Yes, Captain," and Arthur went off, Dick re,
turning to the tent.
"What was this person called?" Marston asked
•
Theodore.
"I don't know. Did I use to wear a red c:oat
like a soldier? Did I have a whip, and did I
once hit him so hard that he said something
cross? Have I been told this, or did it happen?"
"What else do you recall, my boy?" Marston
asked.
The boy knitted his brows and seemed to be
thinking deeply, and said:
"I don't know. Things are jumbled in my head.
Some happened not long ago, but I get them
mixed. Who was Leo? Did I know any one of
that name?"
"What do you think?"
"Oh, I know; he was a big dog, a big black
dog. He wasn't the man. I used to ride on his
back, but he did not always like it, and once--"
The boy paused.
"Yes, once?" asked Marston. "What happened?"
The b-0y put his hand to the corne~· of his forehead.
"I got a bump and a cut when h.e threw me off,
didn't I ? Isn't the mark there now?"
"Yes, it is," and the captain gave Dick a look
of intelligen ce.
At this moment the showman 's wife came into
the tent with a little shirt of fine linen, now yellow, and a little red cloth trimmed with tarnished
gold lace. At sight of them the boy cried:
"Why, that's the coat now!"
Marston blanched visibly, and asked:
"Where did you get those garments , my good
woman?"
"The boy 'ad 'em on when we found him in the
road, hover in the hold country. We kept them,
thinkin' has 'ow we might hidentify 'im with 'em
some hof these days."
Marston suddenly caught the boy to him and
embraced him fondly.
"There isn't a doubt of it, Captain," he said .
"The dog was Leo; he threw the boy from his
back and caused him to cut his head. There is a
blood stain on the shoulder of the jaaket now, and
the scar is still there."
Theodore looked with wonderin g eyes from
Dick to Captain Marston, and then to Mrs. Bolton.
"Are you my father?" he asked, at length.
"Yes," said the captain.
"And will I have to leave Mother Bolton and
the boys and Fay?"
"N-0w don't you worrit hover us, my boy," said
the good woman. "'Ere's your f.ather, what's
been lookin' for you for all these years."
"Yes, I know. It's grand to have a father.
But then y~>U have all been good to me."
"If you would like to stay with these good
people, Edwin-t hat is your name-I can not object. I am a prisoner myself. Some day, however--"
"If you will give your parole," said Dick, "you
will be released."
"Not to take any further part in the war?,.
"Yes!'
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"I would have to return to my own country,
and give up my commission."
"I do not see how I can release you otherwise.
We are under military rule, and must turn you
over to the general to be exchanged or detained
as may seem fit. 11
"Let me think of it," said Marston. "You are
not going to march at once? 11
"We shall not be here very long, as our position is a very dangerous one."
"Will you give me an hour to think it over?"
"Yes. 11
Dick then left the tent, the boy remaining with
Captain Marston.
"Well, our capture of the redcoat captain seems
to have accomplished more than we thought,"
said Dick to Bob.
"So it would s~em. Do you think he will givie
parole?"
"I don't know. He is very proud, but the fact
of his recovering his son may influence him."
"He is full of prejudice, calls us rebels, thinks
hopes to be a
we are in the wrong, and probably
colonel or a general some day. 11
prom"And hates to give up his prospects by
11
ising .to take no further part against u s.
"Yes. Well, we will not march for an hour,
but we must keep a watch on the enemy."
The camp of the Liberty Boys was in a secluded spot, and would be hard to find, but the
boys kept a strict watch up on it, nevertheless.
The hour was not up when Ben Spurlock saw a
man lurking near the camp, and at once challenged him.
"Come out here!" 11e said sharply. "What do
you want? Who are you?"
The man at once beat a hasty retreat, and Ben
fired at him, taking off his hat. A number of
the boys came running up, and Ben said quickly:
"Hurry after that fieHow. I believe he is Rid·
dell, the spy."
The boys hurried after the fellow, but he presently jumped upon a horse at the side of the road
and escaped. Sam picked up his cap and carried
it back to camp. Under the band were papers
which proved him to be Riddell. These were at
once given to Dick, who said:
"If the man has seen our camp, he will bring
the redcoats down upon us."
Orders were given to break camp, and go on
the march without delay. While preparations
-.,,·ere going on, Dick went to the tent of the
prisoner and said:
"The location of our camp has been discovered,
and we are about to march. This is necessar.y
for our own safety."
"Very good," was the redcoat's answier.
"You will have to go with us, therefore, unless
you have made up your mind."
"I have done so."
"Yes?"
"I will not give up my parole."
"Then you will continue with u s, and Theodore
will return to his fosber parents."
"You will deprive me of my son ? 11
"There is nothing else to be done. He is not a
prisoner."
"Then wait ~ill the hour is up."
"Very well."
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CHAPTER XVII.-Marston's Decision.
The Liberty Boys made all haste to get awn.y, a
rearguard staying behind to cover the retreat of
the others. Dick commanded t.he rearguard, Bob
going with the advance. Before long they he-ard
thia clatter of hoofs, and knew that the enemv
were coming. Dick was something beyond tl1e
old camp, but he knew by the sound that the
enemy had gone that way.
"If Riddell knew anything of us, he m:ist know
that we would not stay in camp after we were
.
discovered," said Dick.
"He may have thought that we did not know
him," suggested Ben.
"But you fired at him, and you would not h'.ffe
done so if you had not known him to be an enemy
·
and a spy."
"He certainly ought to know that, but the enemy may have thought that we would remain."
"Or -else Ridde\J supposed he was not known."
The boys presently fell back still farther. so
as to be nearer to Bob and the main body. T:1en
they heard the tramp of men, and fell back for:ning a solid line at a bend in the road whe1;e their
full force could not be · estimated. Presently the
el!-em~· irppeared. Seeing the firm attitude of the
Libert y Boy~, and supposing that the whole troop
was there, and perhaps oihers, they hesitated
about advancing.
The ground was not favorable for a flank movement without making a long detour, and the redcoats began to come on warily. Dick drev; back
out of sight, and presently dashed away after
Bob at full speed. The enemy seemed to fear a
trap and were still war y. By the time they
reached the turn of the road the boys were out of
sight, and getti;ig farther out of sight every moment. They did not follow, fearing to be entrapped, and the gallant lads encamped farther
up the i·iver, where they were safe. The greater
part of the patriot troops were at Fort Lee
Washington being at Hackensack, in the Jerseys'.
Dick thought it likely that they would he ordered to join the main body before long. H e did
not wish to go too far, therefore but halted •a t
a safe distance from the enemy. They were quite
near the river, and Dick set his iruards so as to
watch thi s as well as the road. The Boltons had
~ccom1;>anied the Liberty Boys on their march, gorng with the baggage t rain. Captain Marston
had ridden with the advance, Theodore going
with him. The boy went into his father'~' tent
and was with him when Dick entered.
"Run out for a time, my boy," said Dick. "I
wish to talk with the captain."
The boy went out and saw Bob at a little distance.
"I have. tried 'to get my father to stop fighting
the Amencans," he said to Bob.
"And what does he say?"
"He says his duty is to his king."
"But if the king is wrong?"
"He says the king oannot do wrong. 11
"An old notion which has been proven to be
false m-0re than once. Kings have often donE:,
wrong."
"He says we are rebels, and that he will fight
us till we are conquered."
"He will neYer live to see that day."
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would be put in her charge. Dick could not object to such an arrangem ent, of course. He promised to keep himself informed of Theodor e's
whereab outs, therefore , and to send him with
any authoriz ed agent of his father at the proper
time. Thus matters stood at the moment. Marston asked permissi on to see the boy while he
was with the Liberty Boys, and Dick gave his
con.sent. The man was given the freedom of the
camp, under proper guard, but was not allowed
to leave it. The boys might be ordered away at
any moment, but, up to sunset, had not received
any such orders.
"What do you think, Dick?" asked Bob, as the
two boys sat in front of Dick's tent at sunset. ,
"Do you believe Marston will alter his decision ?"
"No. His ambition will not permit it. He
loves the boy, but will not sacrifice anything for
him."
"He is less arrogan t since meeting with his
son than before, however ."
"Yes, but is just a s firm. The boy will soften
him a great deal, I think, and may have a good
influence upon him."
"He needs it," sputtere d Bob. "He has made
no apology for his treatmen t of you at Fort
Washing ton, I suppose? "
"Y1es, he said he was beside himself with rage
at our stubborn resistanc e."
"A poor excuse. Wouldn' t he have made just
as stubborn a resistanc e if he had been attacked?"
"It is his point of view, Bob," with a smile.
"Speakin g of that, the view just here is beautiful, Dick, and Marston and his son seem to be
enjoying it."
The river reflected the purple and gold of the
sun set, and the deep green of the trees along the
bank and th e heights opposite . The ~ hades of
night were fa st falling, and soon the gorgeou s
t ints of sunset would give place to the violet of
evening. Marston was walking with the boy
along the rivier bank, one arm about his shoulder ,
seeming ly engaged in earnest conversa tion. The
bank was at some little height above the water
at this point, and free of bushes. Two of the
Liberty Boys followed at a short distance , and
one was stationed at a little point the captain
and hi s son were approach ing. As Bob called
Dick's attention , the captain and Theodor e paused and stood looking out upon the river. The two
Liberty Boys al so paused, not wishing to intrude
upon t he privacy of father and son.
"J ove ! look there, Dick!?" cried Bob suddenly ,
in g rea t exciteme nt.
Both boys sprang to th ei r feet, as well they
CHAPT ER XVIII.-T hie Captain Takes His Son.
mi ght . The pr ison er, s uddenly seizing the boy
from th e bank into the river.
There was no doubt in Dick's mind that Theo- in h is ar m s, leaped
Boy on the point thought it was an
dore was Mar st on's son. The Bolton s were sat- The Liberty
when he h eard the splash. He discharg isfied, also, and wer e wi ll ing to give him up. accidentmusket
as a s ignal for the boys to come
Marston had told Di ck h ow E dwin had strayed ed hise captain's
relief. Ben and Sam ran to the
from home, been stolen by gypsies, who had io th
Marston had leaped into the water.
abandon ed him throup-h f ea r, and how after that s pot where
clashing to the scene without
all trace of him had been lost. The Boltons had Di ck and Bob went
found him sick with a fever, which seemed to delay. an attempt at escape,'' said Ben.
"It's
affect his memory so that he was unable to tell
"And a daring one,'' added Sam. "We neVier
about himself, and had cared for him. They had
anything of the kind."
traveled through England and Europe, and had expected alongsho
re, boys, and watch for him,"
"Run
at last come to America . Here, in the last place
a boat if you can."
one would have expected them to find news of said Dick. "Get
"I think it was planned, " said Bob. "Do you
the b oy's parents, they had met his father. Marston 's mother was still alive, he said, and the boy see that eddy, Dick?"

"So I told him. lie 1·;•uLs to send me to his
hoi,1e in England till the wa1· is over."
"\,ell, if you are hi s son, I do not know that
Dick can refuse this , bu t the case is not proven
yet."
"Don't you think I am his son, Lieutena nt?"
"Yes; but it has g-ot to be settled by the courts
fi rst. Do you want to go with him?"
"Yes, but I do not want him to fight the Liberty Boys. Do you think he would not if I asked
him?"
"But you have asked him?"
·'Yes, and he says he will fight all rebels. Can
the captain stop him from taking me away if he
fights us?"
"The captain will have to give you up, but we
can't give him up a s a prisoner ."
"What will they do wi th him?"
"I don't know."
"They won't kill him? " anxiousl y.
"Oh, no. · They may exchang e him for one of
our men." ·
"And after that I coul<l go with him?"
"Yes, if you wished."
"Could I take Fay?"
"She is too young yet," Bob replied, with a
laugh. "Are you very fond of Fay?"
"Yes. She has promi sed to marry me some
day."
"That is very nice," smiling, "but Fay is only
a child yet. You could not take care of her now."
"Father would send her to Engbnd , too, and
have her taken care of."
"That is very kind of him, but I am afraid it
could not be managed jus t now, especiall y if your
father will not give hi s pa role."
Dick was seen approach ing at that moment.
"Shall· I go away?" asked Theodore .
"Wait and see what the captain says," Bob recurned.
Dick came up, put his hand on the boy's shoulder, and said:
"He remain s obstinate , and will not give his
parole. He will remain a prisoner ."
"Then Theodor e will have to remain with the
Boltons ?"
"Fo r the p1iesent. He a grees to that, but says
that he must be kept advised of the boy's whereabouts, so that he may be sent home at a proper
time."
"That i s all right, I su ppose ?"
"Yes, and we can do no more at present."
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At this point the current set in close toward
sho re, and then took a sudden shoot <>ut toward
midstiieam. If the captain had struck this eddy
he would be carried by it well out from shore.
"If he had been watching the water, he may
have noticed this and counted ·u pon it."
"Yes, I see it," said Dick.
"I think he'll come up well out from shore."
"Yies, and perhaps he thought of that."
"There he is!" cried Bob.
It was beginning to grow dark, but it was still
light enough to see objects on the water no~ too
far out. Two heads were now seen, and m a
moment two forms, swimming downstream. '.l'l:ey
were the captain and Theodore, the man givmg
the boy material assistance. They were too far
out to be reached by the boys, even with a boat.
One had been found, and was ready to be launched. The tide was setting downstrea~ at this
time the natw·ally swift current bemg mcreased.
The 'captain was evidently an able swimmer, and
seemed thoroughly at home in the water. So far
as they could see, l:e w~s giving the ho~ much
assistance, encouraging him at the same ~ime. It
was growing darker every moment, and Dick. gave
orders not to launch the boat.
"The thing was planned well," he said, "and
the man had everv chance of -succeeding."
"Do you think 'the boy knew of his intention,
Dick?" asked Bob.
"No for he would have tried to persuade his
fathe1: from it."
"True f<>r Marston caught him suddenly in his
arms, a~d leaped into the river."
"Knowing that the current would carry thiem
out of our reach."
.
"They are not far from Fort Washington, and
will be picked up, no doubt."
.
,
The two swimmers had now disappeared, but
were probably safe.
"Well he got away, and he bias his boy with
him," s~id Bob, "so I suppose he is satisfied now."
"Yes and I cannot blame any of the boys.
They c~uld not have foreseen this."
"No and they did not wish to keep ngnt on
the m~n's heels. A natural delicacy would prompt
them to allow him a certain privacy."
"Certainly, and I shall not hold them responsible for the prisoner's iescape."
Ben ·a nd Sam came up at thi~ momen~.
.
"Don't say anything about it, boys, he said.
"It was not your fault, and if it is going to do
the man any good to have his son with him, I am
glad that he has escaped."
La:tei: Dick saw Bolton il;nd aske~:
"Was the boy: a good swimmer 1
"Like a frog ' or a fish, Captain. T>his -current
would have been bad for him, but with the captain to hencourage 'im, and give 'im a bit of 'elp
now an' then, 'e'd get on famous."
"Then he is probably safe, and they have
reached the British lines by this time."
"I'm sorry to lose thie lad, but glad 'e's found
'is g-overnor, and I 'ope 'e'll be 'appy."
"I suppose Fay will miss him as much as any
of vou."
"i reckon she \\"ill, for 'er an' 'im was great
pals, but ma ybe we'll find that s~e's tl:e child of
some big swell, and the tw1J on em will make a
grand match of it, .one h?f these ?ays.
"Perhaps hliey will," with a srrule. ,
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Not long after dark word came to the Libe11;y
Boys that they were to proceed up the river a.t
once and cross over.

CHAPTER XIX.-How Fay Fared.
'11ie Liberty Boys were greatly excited O\'Cr
the prospect of joining the main division of the
army in J ei-sey. Preparations for departure
were begun immediately.
"We are going away, but I suppose you will
remain <>n this side of the river?"
"There will be no more chance of making a
living 'ere than by fo.Jlowing the harmy about, I
hopine," returned Bolton.
"Yes, ·a nd I have a reason for wishing for you
to stay on this side."
"It's not likely that I'll ever go back to Shropshire," .t he showman returned, ~nd if I can get
'old of a bit o' property 'ere, I think I'll settle
down."
"A very good pl an."
"The lad was one of the best cards; me an' the
missus is gettin' hon, an' the boys allus was 'ot
for bein' farmers."
"Very sensible in them, too," said Dick.
"Yies, I reckon it is, myself."
"I don't like the idea of the child's continuing
in this life."
"No, it's 'ardly the thing for 'e.r, has she grows
hup."
"My mothel' lives between Tarrytown and
White Plains. I will give you directions how to
iieach it."
>
"May'ap I could get 'old of a bit o' property
around there. I've saved hup a tidy sum in the
time."
"I think very likely you could. Will you leave
Fay at my mother's for a time? My sister will
take excellent care of her."
"I don't see the 'arm. The young 'un 'II be glad
of the change, for she'Ll iniss young Theodore
tremenjous at first."
•
"Then suppose you do. It will please me, and
I am certain it wil! please the child."
"I'll do it, Captain."
The Boltons took leave of the Liberty Boys
when the latter set off for the place of embarkation. Boats were ready, and the boys were soon
on their way.
"Baitsy," said Carl, "we was der rifer on already."
"Sure an' Oi know that. Did ye think Oi
thought we wor under it?"
"Dot was water, ain't it?" Carl continued.
"Av coorse it Is. A river isn't land, nire boy."
"Don'd you vas avraid been dot you was been
seasick?" Carl laughed.
Patsy was ailways seasick on the water, and
Carl knew it, and liked to make fun of him on
that account.
"Go on with ye, Cookyspiller. Oi'll throw ye
in," muttered Patsy.
"No, sir, you don'd was big enough to doed
dot."
"Sure thin Oi'll get Bin an' Sam an' some other
fe!Iys to help me do it."
"Humbugf" sputtered Carl. "Dey was mein
vr:iends been choost as much like yours alread~r."
All the boys laughed at this, and Patsy was
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not seasick. They landed a little above Fort Lee
and went 'into camp, settling down in a short
tin.1e: Dick and many of the boys were of the
opm10n that the enemy would not be satisfied
with remaining in New York, but would be eager
to pursue the patriots into the Jerseys. Dick
gave orders to watch the river, therefore, and
give instant warning of the approach of the enemy. ~'wo days later, on. a dark and rainy night,
Dick hnnself was patrollmg the river bank with
some of the boys. It was quite late when Dick
caught a suspicious sound. There were boats on
the river, and quite a number of them. The
young captain approached closer, and at last saw
the boats landing. He and the boys set off posthaste to the fort to give the alarm. Word was
sent to Washington at Hackensack, while Greene
ordered the ganison under arms, and sent out
tl.'oops to hold the enemy in check. The Libe1ty
. Boys joined th~ troops, boing glad of something
to do.
Cornwallis had crosseq the river with six thousand men and a number of cannon and having
got the artillery up the steep bank, we;e ready
for offensive operations. Upon Washington's arrivfil at the fort hie was told that the enemy were
extending themselves across country, and saw at
once what their plan was. The y intended to form
a line from the Hudson to the Hackensack and
hem in th~ whole garrison between the tw~ rivers. Nothmg could save them but a prompt retreat to secure the bridge over the Hackensack.
The retreat began at once, the troops being recalled, .and all haste being made to get away.
The_ Liberty. B.oys remafoed with Washington
dunng the stirrmg campaign which followed and
distinguished themselves in many a fight. '

..

"What's ther matter with yer, boy? I'm er
good Whig like yerself."
Carl began to laugh immoderately .
"Shure an' Oi axes yer pardon," said Patsy.
"Oi t'ought yez wor a ridcoat."
"What can I do fur yer, boys?" asked the
man with the red shirt.
"Yez can give me a bit av salt pork for me
shtew."
"Of course," laughed the settler.
Then the women of the house came in from the
k itchen and announced that supper was ready.
Patsy got his salt pork, and more besides, and
set off for the camp.

It was during the next summer when the Liberty Boys were on the Hudson that Dick met
Bolton. The man had bought a farm, and wll!s
working it with his wife and two sons. Shortly
before Dick's meeting him he had seen the solicitor of an old English family. The latter had
followed him from England, and after a considerable search, had tracked him. Searching for a
J.ost child he had hi t upon the trail of the showm a n. The farther this led the more the proof
grew that the child was with them. At last the
Boltons were found, and inquiries were made of
the child they had found. Fay was proven to be
Florence Augustine Yonge, the initials of her
nam e forming the name which the Boltons had
bestowed upon her. She was the grandchild of
wealthy people, who had left no stone unturned
to discover her whereabouts.
The Boltons, being well satisfied of the claims
of the Yonges, delivered Fay to the solicitor, who
returned with her to England. At the same time
and bis wife a
"Oi say, Cookyspiller, " said Patsy, one day in he gave the former showman
for their care of the
camp, "Oi want a bit' av salt pork for me shtew." handsome amount of money
child. Fay had fared much better than Theodore,
"Why you don'd went afder it alreatty ?"
therefore, and the Boltons were greatly pleased.
me."
for
go
"Shure an' Oi t'ought yez might
the defeat and surrender of Burgoyne, Dick
At
shtew."
dot
mit
pork
"Nein, I don'd like dot salt
Captain Marston for the first time since his
saw
mesilf."
go
to
"Dhin Oi suppose Oi'l! have
plu~ into the Hudson on that November night
shoulder,
his
over
When h«! set off, his musket
nearly a year before. He was now Colonel MarCarl followed.
ston, but would have to give his parole with BurThe two comical Liberty Boys were walking goyne or remain a prisoner of war. He deteralong the road, when Patsy said:
mined to take the former course, and said to
"Dhere do be a loight forninst us."
Dick:
"Yah, I was saw dot."
"I }i{;.ve formed a different opinion of you peo"It's a cabin."
ple. We shall never be able to conquer you."
said:
suddenly
As the boys neared it, Patsy
"I told you as much last year, Colonel; but tell
"Hould on, Dootchy."
where is your son, and how is he progressme,
"What der matter was?"
ing?"
"Dhere's a redcoat in it."
"He is at home, and doing well. If I had taken
"Is dot so?"
his advice, I would have given my parole a year
"Yis; can't yez see um?"
ago."
nwhat you was doed mit him?"
"Tell him that h e .nay meet his little sweet"Take him back to dhe camp, av r~o rse."
Throngh the window of the little C'.\ ;in Pasty heart sooner than he thought, for ohe is in Eng·
land now."
was sarr> that he saw a scarlet uniform.
Dick heard from both of Bolton's charges later
"Co1n 2 ":: ," he said.
Then both boys went forward and entered the and, some time after the w~-, heard that they
cabin witr out knocking.
had klept the p1'0mises made as children and were
Entering the main door at once, Patsy threw married, two old families being thus i{nited.
hi s musket to his shoulder, and shouted:
"Surrendher or Oi'll blow dhe hid off yez!"
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY
A rough looking man in a red shirt suddenly
AFTER THE REDCOATS; or, THE BATBOYS
corncob
his
toorl: his ftet off the ta:..le, dropped
BUCK'S HEAD NECK."
OF
TLE
pipe, :-.nd said:
Jtl~
)!"!
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CURR ENT NEWS
THIS FLY WHEEL DID FLY.
A large fly wheel on a bailing outfit in Rochester, N. Y., used by the Pavilion Natural Gas Co.mpany in that place, broke loose from the machme
and flew over three houses and crashed through
Miss Helen Elwell's dining-room window. Miss
Elwell was in the kitchen at the time and suffered no injury.
SW ALLOWED BOOZE EVIDENCE.
A police plot to capture an alleged bootlegger
failed when Mrs. Mollie Richardson of Richmond,
Va., chewed up and swallowed the evidence, a
marked $5 bill. The three officers on the job sent
a "spotter" in with the bill to purchase a pint of
liquor, but reported later that they had only succeeded in losing the money.
VODKA SEIZED IN RAID.
Vodka, manufactured by Andrew Fischt, a Russian, at Haddonfield, N. J., was seized and destroyed the other day after police carried Fischt's
farmhouse by storm.
Fischt, armed with a shotgun, had barricaded
himself in his house and threatened the officers.
He held the police at bay half an hour, but finally
was captured without injury to any one.
He had driven his wife and children out of the
house, the police say, and they were found walking along the road, half frozen. Two large stills
were found on the place and forty gallons of
whiskv and vodka. Fischt's wife reported that
he sold liquor to Russians in Philadelphia.
INF ANT PRODIGY.
The recently published story of Ralph Edgar
Spriggs of Little Rock, Ark., who at the age of
thirty-four months is able to read, has brought
forward a rival for infant educational honors in
James William Stroh, thirty-eight months old son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Stroh of Stuttgart. A resident of Stuttgart vouches for the fact that at the
age of eighteen months little Jam es William recognized and pronounced the entire alphabet, and
when only two years old co~ld spell words of
three and four letters and recite nursery rhymes.
He is able at the present time to read sentnces,
either written or printed, and is said to be very
fond of his books.
"SKIRT TRAPS" EN'l'ANGLE BOOTLEGGE RS
ON BORDER.
Women spies to catch bootleggers, known
among the rum runners as "skirt traps," are the
la.test government device to check importation of
whisky across the Canadian border. The women
thus employed are those who have been more or
less known for some time in the night life of the
border towns and cities. There are, of course, exceptions.
It is their dut~· to become acquainted with men
who are suspected of booze running and win their
confidence. The women that are in a position to

acquire information of the movements of the
smugglers prove of great value to the revenue
agents. So far even the smugglers themselves
have been unaware of the workings of these latest
government agents. An elaborate spy system of
~omen has been built up and is in working operation.
Scraps of information, obtained in many instances only after long and patient endeavor, are
transferred to Federal men agents. In several
cases, it is reported! information given by these
women has resulted m arrest of men which otherwise would never have been made.
The women operatives are said to receive high
pay.
THE THRIFTY ELF.
By Roland Coles Treadwell.
Once a tiny elfin hunter on a sultry summer day
Set a trap to catch a minute as it sped along its
way;
He took a little needle and a tiny bit of thread
And hung them neatly out of sig:ht away up ov~l"
head;
Then when the hapless minute came a-gliding on
toward night
Down dropped the little needle and the hunter had
him tight!
But t~e eager elfin hunter kept on trapping near
his bower
Till with sixty minutes captured he exchanged
them for an hour;
And he tra~p~d them and exchanged them in his
enterpr1smg way,
Till he had a dozen hours-these he traded for a
day.
But altho' he swapped and traded days for months
and months for years,
Yet he ne:er f61'got the minutes that had made
them, 1t appears,
For ~n Fa~rvland, far distant, he is minute-huntmg stillYes, he's hunting and exchanging and he's at it
'
with a will!
Now this clever little hunter let a secret out to
me:
You can all be minute-hunte rs, girls and boys, as
well as he;
Catch the little fleeting minutes with your needle
and your thread,
Or with pencil, book or shovel you can make a
·
trap instead;
And you each can do still better than the thrifty
Jittle elfTrade your captured time for money then buy
'
Thrift Stamps for yourself.
These in turn you'll soon be trading for a Savings
Stamp, and then
·when a "Gov'ment Bond" you've purchased-s tart
to hun t ar.d trade again!
-BUY W. S. S.--
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not repeat the question. She saw Henderso n's
laughing eyes, and blushed as she looked away.
"Well, I guess I kind of. see some rivalr:1 bethose two young fellers," thoug ht HenderA TALE OF THE GREAT NORTH WOODS tween
son, as he looked down the hill toward the two
boys.
Bob Gordon had been pretty badly bruised by
By Ralph MC'rton
his quick excursion along the chute; however,
he was little the worse in spite of all . for like
his rugged constituti on was used to such
Tim,
(A Serial Story)
unexpecte d strains.
"Tim, you certainly did some gallant work
CHAPTE R XII (continue d)
there . • I would have been mixed up in a bundle
"Oh, father!" she cried. "I'd no idea that this of sawdust in the bottom of the chute by this
was such a dangerou s life. Do you suppose that time, if you had not taken that running leap at
any of the men who work for you will get in- me from the side.
Tim shook his head modestl y.
jured?" she asked.
."No, Bob, that was nothing. You would do
Her father patted her cheek lovingly as he ret he same f.or me. and I'm only repaying- a c2r
sponded:
"My dear, every line of work in this world has tain debt tna t I have owed you since you saved
its dangers, and the thing that a great many peo- my life at the risk of your own in the deep wa ter.
ple do not kno w is that all these different kinds I don't forg et such things, Bob, and would do
of labor have their heroes, too. They may be anything in the world to help you, for you proved
wearing blue jeans, overalls, or mere rags, but your eternal friendship , and real friends never
they have just as brave hearts as ever beat be- chang e."
Bob flushed guiltily and looked down, with a
neath the glittering buttons of a soldier's unisudden feeling of shame. He realized then that
form."
The girl looked down toward Tim and Bob, who he was not worthy of this fond friendship .
He remember ed his own jealous feelings at
had picked themselve s up, and were brushing the
Tim's success with old Lawrence .
snow off their clothes.
But Bob had a curious streak in hi s per~o'lalitv:
"Father," she said, "maybe they do have incidents like this in their lives, but I do think that perhaps it was caused by his weakness for gamyoung Tim Turpin is very brave and unselfish to bling and drink, which Tim had so often tried
risk his life so. A single one of those logs be- to cure him of.
Or it might have been due to his own ambihind might have caught him and broken a dozen
bones, or killed him. It was wonderfu l that he tion to suddenly become successfu l, and to envy
others who were less bragging, and yet accomescaped as he did."
Her father smiled at her as he started up the plished more. This streak of selfishnes s was
destined to make him forget all friendship , and
hill once more.
sacrifice even the honor of his trusting chum.
boardingto
at
been
you've
dear,
my
"Well,
life.
looked up the hill, and saw May Lawrence
real
Bob
of
much
seen
not
have
school, and
so close
These men who work for their living and fight gazing- down at the two of t hem. Ever\
resist an unnature are used to this sort of thing. They all upon his own rescue, he could not
and then
help each other when the time comes, and it is kind thought. He looked at his friend,
l
such bravery which makes their success possible." laughed, as he said a most unkind and ungratefu
lad
When the two of them reached the highest speech, one which left its sting with the other
level at the top of the chute, Henderso n came for many days.
"Well, Tim, friendship is all right, but I guess
forward, with a broad smile on his face.
"Well, Mr. Lawrence , what do you think of the you've made a pretty good hit with that girl, and
quick work of Tim?" he asked. "He's a great had to show off in front of her, looking like a
boy, and I hope some day he'll be a top-notch er regular hero. I suppose that's what you followed
me down the hill for."
in your company. "
Tim's face flushed, but he said nothing.
"Well, you know what I told him I'd do for
"Go on, speak up!" cried the other, " you 're
him"' said John Lawrence . "He saved my life
aren't you? Well, I'll get
last' night, and I am going to give him the job trying to cut me out,
have her crazy about me
and
right,
all
girl,
the
my
as
another,
to
camp
one
from
traveling
of
or she'll never leave
camp,
this
leaves
she
before
is
work
of
line
this
as
soon
as
represent ative,
that."
you
tell
I
alive,
it
don't
and
fellow,
bright
a
for
over. I have room
Tim's eyebrows were drawn into a frown, as
you ever think that I am no t grateful."
looked at his friend, very sadly and earnestly.
he
look
The girl spoke up, with a most interested
"Now, Bob, why do you talk that way? You
on her face:
girl's name in such a manner
"And wlll Tim Turpin ever come to Portland shouldn't use a fine any
one else. Yon ha ve only
in front of me or
where we live, father?" she asked.
a day·, and you are a common lumAndy Henderso n, the foreman, could hardly re- known her for employ
of her fath er, who is a milsist an amused chuckle; he saw which way the berman in the
lionaire."
Lawand
nothing,
said
but
blowing,
was
wind
Bob threw his head back, and laughed conr ence was too busy looking at the work of the
sly.
temptuou
eviMay
and
remark,
little
men to notice this
(To be continued .)
dently thought better of her words, for she did

Tim Turpin of Temagam
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THE NE\VS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
COST OF AMERICAN FORCES IN GERMANY.
The total cost of the American forces in Germany from the beginning of the occupation to
June 30, 1920, amounted to $257,065,084.35. This
sum includes maintenance (officers, men, animals), charges peculiar to the army (civilian labor, rentals and billets, claims) and a net debit
(surveys, salvage sales, etc.). Under the terms
of the armistice, Germany is obliged to reimburse
the United States for the cost of the American
forces in Germany. To June 30, 1920, Germany
had paid on this account $34,724,658.78, including credits for sales, leaving a net balance due
the United States of $222,340,425.57.

The fire was discov ered the other da" when
huge clouds of smoke began pouring through the
airshaft of the Continental mine, of the D., L.
and W. Company. At that time it was believed
that the fire might have extended from the blaze
that has been raging for years in the Continental
inine. The other night, however, fire broke out
anew in the old central airshaft of the same company and also in West Scranton, and set fire to
the wooden framework running through the openings.
It is now believed that there are two mammoth
mine fires instead of one, and that the flames are
spreading over an underground area of approx~mately fifty acres. The new blaze spread rapidly to-day east and west, reaching a considerable
GET HUGE MOOSE.
area on either side of Garfield avenue, along
Louis W. Hill of Minneapolis, chairman of the Washburn street. The presence of gas and black
Board of Directors of the Great Northern Rail- damp prevented firem en from going down the
way, has returned with six frien c!s from a hunt- shaft in th e ..1ttempt to find just where the blaze
ing trip in the Alberta mountarns. Thi! party is located.
killed seven bull moose, which is the legal rate
While there appears to be no immediate danof one per man. There were some fine heads in ger .to the thousand_s of people living over this
the lot. The moose that fell to Mr. Hill's rifle parti_cular area, officials fear that if any surface
had a spread of 59 inches across the horns, each settlrng should occur while the blaze is raging the
of which had 14 points.
fumes of gas, sulphur and black damp would
-The party went to Jasper Park by the Grll;nd creep up through the crevices and possibly enter
Trunk Pacific Railway and struck north from th~ ho!lles of the residents, with results that
that scenic wonderland into the Rockies domi- might m some cases prove fatal.
nated by Mount Robson. Mr. Hill makes an annual hunting trip to this part of Can.ada, wh ich
is considered one of the best game regions on the
"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
contiricnt.
SEMI-MONTHLY
10 CENTS A COPY
TO ATTEMPT TRANSCONTIENTAL FLIGHT.
An attempt to fly from Florida to California in
twenty-four hours is to be mad.e on ~eb. 22, 1921,
by Lieut. Alexander Pearson, Jr., Air Ser., U. S.
A now on duty at Douglas, Ariz., according to
a ·;tatement made by Major Henry C. Pratt, Air
Ser., U. S. A., as announced in a press dispatch
from Fort Sam Houston. Lieutenant Pearson
flew in the army transcontinental flight from
Roosevelt Field, N. Y., to San Francisco and return in October, ;1919. The proposed flight is to
be made in three hops. The starting point is to
be Pablo Beach, near Jacksonville, Fla. The first
stop is to be at Ellingtoi:: Field, Fort Sam Houston a distance of 804 miles; the second at Fort
Bli~s 660 miles, and the third at Rockwell Field,
San Diego, 615 miles, a total of 2,079 miles. The
flight will be the first attempt for a continuous
across-the-continent speed record. The two stops
are to occupy only forty-five minutes each.
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GREAT FIRE RAGING.
Residents of Lower West Scranton are living
over a raging furnace, while officials of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company, together with members of the local police
and f'.ire departments, are making an effort to determme the exact location of a fire in what is believed to be old mine workings about 500 feet below the surface.
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Sam's face brightene d at sight gf her, and he
managed to get away from the knot of men upon
the piazza, and a short while later overtook her
in the path which led out to the point.
By Horace Appleton.
It happened that Hiram Goodhue, who was
riding leisurely homewar d in his phaeton, saw the
There had always been extant a tradit_ion in meeting.
Southpor t of buried gold. The legend had !t that
"Few suspect it," he muttered, "but I am posold Captain Fisher, an old-time pirate captam, had sessed of facts to prove that Olive Martin is
at one time made his rendezvou s upon the storm- heiress to a fortune of half a million left by an
uncle intestate in California . She is the nearest
bound cape.
There, it was said, he had buried a vast treas- of kin. She would make my boy Jack a good
wife, and the half million would fill my coffers
th
ure.
e to overflowin g. Ah! I will see that she does not
Just where it was buried, of course, was
fall into the clutches of that pauper lawyer.
.
mystery.
"As for that buried treasure," he continued , "l
Somehow there was a popular belief that the
ce
gold would 'be found under the old lighthous e on think I have at last the clue to the hiding-pla
discovered an ancient manhave
I
treasure.
the
of
.
the point.
I am not much
This had long been in disuse since the new light uscript plan of the interior, and if by
secret stairs
reached
crypt
a
is·
there
the
mistaken
of
side
other
the
on
d
constructe
had been
I will circumven t them all. I
cellar.
the
under
11
h
.
cape. the base of the cliff, snug agamst
t e wa , can buy the point and the lighthous e of the GovAt
of ernment, and that I will do at once."
abode
the
hut,
fisher
there was built a homely
.
Meanwhil e, the two lovers, Sam Woods and
old Jerry Proctor, and Ann, his wife.
cliff path.
Old Jerry was a fisherman , and had at one time- Olive Martin, were strolling along the Sam
asked
"Has anything happened , my love?"
been the master of the light in its palmy days.
"If anybody knows the location of old Captain solicitous ly. "You seem depressed ."
"Sam, I must tell you all," she burst forth. "l
Fisher's buried treasure, it ought to be ~ e~y
life as toProctor" averred Sam Woods, an enterprism g never had such an experienc e in my
young iawyer of the town. "As .fo! myself, ,I day."
Sam was astonished .
doubt if it ever existed, except m somebody s
"Why, what was it, my darling?" he asked tenon."
imaginati
fertile
verv
Hiram Goodhue, the magnate of the town, and derly.
"You know Jack Goodhue? "
a grasping speculato r, overheard this remark.
"That scamp?"
"That may be," said old Goodhue, in a rasping
"Well, he insulted me to-day by actually askway "but I don't believe he knows anything at all
me to marry him. I was never so disgusted
have
ing
since
long
not
he
would
does,
abot~t it. If he
in my life. When I refused, he became abusive
brought out the wealth and spent it?"
swore that he would ruin you!"
"Not necessaril y," replied the young lawyer and
Sam Woods towered aloft like a young giant.
coolly. "Jerry is somewha t of a miser himsel!- His eyes blazed with righteous wrath.
I have no doubt that he has a small fortune of his
"That consumm ate scoundrel !" he cried. "Did
own stored away somewher e."
dare to say all that to you? Upon my word,
he
that
time
is
"It
Goodhue.
exclaimed
"
"Humph!
I see him I'll call him richly to account for
when
cleanly
a
of
purchase
the
to
it
of
some
he devoted
it."
church.
at
e
appearanc
an
made
~uit of clothes and
By this time they had reached the Proctor cotHe has not been out of oilskins since I can retage. The subject was dropped, but by no means
member."
banished from Sam's mind.
Sam's face flushed a little.
were entertaine d in a simple fashion by
"Indeed, Mr. Goodhue," he said, in an acrid theThey
people. Before they left, by Sam's reold
criticise
to
afford
can
you
how
see
hardly
"I
tone,
and Jerry walked out to the old lighthe
quest,
money
his
earned
has
He
severely.
so
old J crry
house.
and
widows
g
defraudin
by
not
work,
by honest
They entered, and Sam looked the old place
orphans. As for his attending church, I know over.
good
a
is
he
heart
own
personally that in his
"Jerry," he said sharply, "they do say that old
Christian ."
treasure was buried somewher e on this
Fisher's
and
sir,
"I can understan d your interest in him,
you believe it?"
Do
point.
Olive
why you should defend him. I believe Miss
"It may be so, lad. I doubt me much, for no
Martin is his niece."
They were at the moment upon the steps of the one has ever found it."a moment.
Sam was thoughtfu l
Sea Bird Inn, the resort hotel . of the place. N eaT
"Who owns the point, Jerry?" he asked.
them stood several men who weTe listening with
"The Governme nt, lad. If the treasure was
idle interest.
I make free to say the Governm ent would
found,
a
with
One of these was a tall young man
claim it."
rightly
eagerly,
swarthy complexion. He seemed to listen
Sam went home that night to indulge in trouand there was a curious gleam in his eyes. He bled dreams.
turned away and went quickly down the street.
Thus matters were, when, like a thunderbo lt
At this mort\ent a young girl, slight and petite
of a fearful event
In figure, with a face of rare beauty, came in sight from the clear sky, the news
came crashing down upon him.
ol the village street.
THE MYSTER Y OF THE LIGHTHO USE
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It will be rPmembere d that at the opening of
our story, whil e Sam and Hiram Goodhue were
having their argument, a young man of flashy
appearance stood near and heard it all.
He had left the group suddenly, and a short
distance down the street met a rough, coarsevisaged man of the ruffian type.
"Well, Robin Dane!" he said eagerly, "I have
struck lead at last."
"You don't mean it, Bil! Preston!"
"You know we were talking about old Jerry
Proctnr and his miserly habits. Well, I have a
clue that his hoardings are secreted in the old
lighthouse. "
,
They then wandered into a sailors' drinking resort near, and there we will leave them for a
while.
Meanwhile , the sharp old speculator, Hiram
Goodhue, had opened negotiation s for the purchase of the point.
He met with such success that in a few days
the papers were in his hands, the transfer was
made, and the was the owner of the lighthouse.
The Proctors were dumbfound ed when the magnate rolled up to their door and demanded the
keys.
"Ye don't mean to say that ye've bought it,
sir?" extlaimed the old man ina stupor.
"That's what I mean to say!" cried Goodhue
pompously , "and you have just twenty-fou r hours
in which to get off my property."
"An' ye don't mean to tear the old light down,
friend ? 1' a sked Jerry anxiously.
"What do y'ou think I am here for?" cried Goodhue angrily. "Certainly not to answer questions.
I want to explore the lighthouse from top to bottom. The lower rooms are dark, eh? Well, get
me a lantern."
Old Jerry tremblingly obeyed.
"He knows the hiding-plac e of the treasure,"
muttered the money-lend er with a chuckle. "I'll
get it out of him."
"I want you and your wife to accompany me!"
he said authoritativ ely. "And I want you to answer truthfully every question I ask you about
the place."
The upper chambers were all examined, Goodhue keeping his eyes out for a crevice or a niche,
but it was not until the lower vaults were reached
thii t an ythin g of a thrilling nature happened.
Then as they entered the cellar chamber and
the lantern's light was flashed across the stone
floor, a thrilling, agonized cry broke from Old
Jerry and his wife.
"Heavens! we are lost, Anni" he cried. "Who
has been here?"
"It is gone-gone !" wailed Ann.
Hiram Goodhue saw the cause of their emotion.
In the floor was an aperture once covered by a
close-fittin g slab.
Stone steps were seen leading down into a vault
below.
"Found at last!" he cried wildly and triumphantly , "the pirate's treasure is mine because
I bought and paid for it!"
He started to descend the steps with the lantern sitting on the floor, but old Jerry and Ann,
his wife, made a frenzied rush forward and
caught him by the coat-tails.
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"Let go!". roar~d the money-lend er angrily, trying to break their hold, which he finally succeeded
in doing.
Grasping the lantern, he plunged down into the
place.
Instead of heaps of gold and silver, he sawhorrors! blood-bloo d everywhere , upon the stone
floor and walls of the vault, and there in a pool
of it lay the frightfully mutil'ated body of a man.
Hiram Goodhue stopped to see no mere. He
came out of the vault a s if pursued by a fiend.
"Murder!" he yelled wildly. "Police! help! It
is murder!"
Out into the open air he rushed. Back to the
town he was madly driven.
What followed was a swift, jumbled, awful
series of events.
The fearful report spread all over the little
fisher town that old Jerry Proctor and his wife
had decoyed a stranger into the lighthouse and
murdered him.
In less time than it takes to tell it they were
behind prison bars.
Poor Olive Martin was in a whirl of horror and
despair.
But through all Sam Woods, the young lawyer,
stood up, and said:
"These old people are innocent. I know it, and
by my right hand they shall have justice."
Sam listened to old Jerry's story.
This revealed the fact that the buried treasure
of the pirate was as much a myth as ever.
The whole secret was that for years Jerry and
his wife had been misers.
Their saving·s, a matter of a few thousand dollars, they had hoarded up and secreted in the secret vault of the lighthouse.
Their amazement had been greater than anybody's to find the dead body of the unknown man
in the vault and every cent of their savings gone.
Old Jerry and his wife were held for murder.
The day of the trial drew near.
Prejudice against the old couple had been very
strong.
But the plucky young lawyer had been busy at
work.
"I will clear them," he said. "They are innocent."
A smart detective at work on the case unearthed the fact that a man had been caught in a
neighborin g town covered with blood and
wounded.
Upon his person was found the exact amount
of money lost by the Proctors. He was at the
point of death.
At once Sam hastened to his side. The result
was that he secured a confession in full.
He gave his name as Robin Dane, and he was
the accomplice of Bill Preston, the man who had
overheard Goodhue's conversatio n with Sam.
Dane died with the confession upon his lips.
The Proctors were cleared. Their money was
recovered, and, profiting by the lesson, they abandoned their miserly ways and lived for better
things.
Hiram Goodhue was disappointe d in not finding the buried gold.
Olive Martin .came into he1· fortune, and in due
time she and Sam Woods we re happily married.
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BANDITS HA VE POOR LUCK.
Chicago's bandits had poor luck Jan. 15. At
aimost every turn they were frustrated or captured.
Albert C. Clark, State Senator, nearly lost
$.J 0.000 worth of liquor. Four thieves, one of
them disguised a s a maid servant, g ained entrance to the home and locked th e occpants in
t heir rooms. Before the .robbers could complete
loading- their moto r truck the impri so ned family's
cri es had aroused the neighbors. The pol ice ar"'
rived and captured the quartet.
A private banker threw up a pis tol in s tead of
his. hands and routed fo ur bandits who la t er were
arrested when they attempted a payroll robbery.
Two robbers were outwitted by a bu t cher who
was locked in an ice box. Previou s! v he had
hidden his money in the ice box and cut a slit in
the door by means of which he released himself
after the pair had left.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
WATCHES PET TERRAPIN.
William Stewart, a night watchman at the
Capitol, Frankfort, Ky., whiles away the tedium
of the long hours before day observing the movements of a pet terrapin which he· turns loose te
wander at will along the corridors of the building.

•

CHAINED TO COW.
When Frank Bob of Youngstown, Ohio, remonstrated with Anthony Dunnevitch for pasturing
his cow on Bob's land, Dunnevitch knocked Bob
down with the cow chain, tied the chain around
his neck and chased the cow, according to information lodged with the police recently by Bob,
who said he was dragged 200 f eet. Donnevitch
was arrested on a charge of assault.
RECORD PRICE OF $1,000 FOR FARM IN
CUTCHOGUE.
Records in the County Clerk's office indicate
the recent sale of the twel ve-acre farm of Dr.
Frank D. Peterson at Cutchoguc, L. I., for a price
of $1,000 an acre, said to be t he high point in
farm valu es in this section.
The land is on the west side of Depot lane and
was purchased by Con Smit h, a Polander , whose
countr ymen have been busy gobbling up farms in
Smithtown and Riverhead, pa ying fancy prices,
but none so high as Dr. Peterson received for his
land.
THIEVES WERE F OOLED IN ANCIENT
ROYAL " GE MS."
French bandits are not al ways as clever as
they seem, as a recent robbery in the National
Museum a t Saint-German-en-Laye proves.
Guards found a ladder against one of the castle
windows last week and on making an investigation discovered that a glass case containing jeweled crowns and bracelets of old Kings of Gaul
had been brnken open and rifled. Great was the
hullaballoo until the news reached Solomon Reinach, the rlfrector of the museum, who a!mounced
with a broad grin that the stolep "jewels" were
onlv pash, replicas and that the real jewels were
safely reposing in the castle vau lts.

LAUGHS
He-Thi s collection of stuffed bird s is said to
be worth hund1·eds of dollars. She-Is it possible?
•
What are they stuffed with?
Castleton- I want to call on Miss Redbud, and
I came away and fol'got my cards. Tutter-Why
not use one of mine'! Castleton-No, old man,
I want to see her. ·
Mrs. Passy-Everybody says my daughter got
her be~uty from me . . What do you say to that.
Mr. Witts-Well, I thmk it was very unkind of
her to take it from you.
Mr_. Bjones-Don't you think Johnni e is getting
too big to be a messenger boy? Mrs. Bjones-No·
I'd rather ~eep him ~h ere, because there is n~
danger of his getting mto fast company.
Teacher (to new pupil)-Why did Hannib 1
cross the Alps, my little man? My Little Man~
For the same reason as the 'en crossed th' road
'
Yer don't catch me with no puzzles.
. Bill~TheY: tell me that a goat eats twelve
times its we1~ht in a year. Jill-Does that represent much food, do you ·suppose? "W.ell, it all
depends whether what the goat eats happens to
be paper-covered novels or lead pipe! "
. The Suitor (bitterly)-You reject me ? Why,
if a fellow has a chance to marry a poor handsome girl or a rich, plain girl, which do yo~ think
he ought to do? "It looks to me a s if the proper
course is a plain one in that case."
Customer-Will these pants bag at the knees?
Dealer-Mein frient, no pants will bag at de
knees if you treat dem i·ight. I tell you how before you go. It ees my own invention . Customer
(delighted)-Then I'll take them. Here is the
money. What is your plan? Dealer-Never sit
down.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
DIAMO ND DIGGE RS STARV E IN SOUTH
AFRIC AN CAMPS .
Unemp loymen t in many parts of the Union of
South Africa is causing grave anxiety there, according to a Johann esburg dispatch to the Central
News.
The conditio n of the diggers in the diamon d
fields at Bloemh of and other places is describ~d
as pitiable . Entire families are reporte d to ~e. m
a starving conditio n. Many of them are hvmg
in miserab le crowded shanties .

Vienna alone the figures are 1,163 to 1,000, an increase of seventy -seven males as compare:! to
1910.
But if we take into conside ration only those
perso_ns classed as of a marriag eable age-al l unmarried females or males over nineteen yearswe get quite a differen t aspect. In Vienna we find
1,413 females to 1,000 males at present , whereas
ten years ago it was 1,227 to 1,000. In the rural
district s the picture is not so appallin g but even
there the ratio is never under 1,100' to 1,000,
meanin g that fully one-ten th of the females cannot hope to marry. Very striking is the change in
the industri al and mining districts of our country. While in 1910 there was in these places a
distinct surplus of males, now the females outnumber their mates by from 42 to 117 per thousand. In the purely agricult ural districts the difference is not so pronoun ced. Even in peace times
there was an excess of females , 1,153 to 1,000
which has risen to 1,262 to 1,000.
'

CHICA GO HAS 85,000 CATS.
Chicago 's dogs top the 55,000 mark, horses
number 30,000, and the feline census equals both,
accordi ng to the annual report to-day of H. L.
Roberts , secreta ry of the Anti-Cr uelty Society .
He said:
.
"We placed more than 600 dogs in
homes. We
too'k in 4,249 cats, but a lot of them we 'put to
sleep.'"
A coyote tired and hungry , was rescued on
the lake fro~t · an ailing lion cub was nurs.ed back
HAS A KICK BUT NO ALCOH OL
to health ana' a carrier pigeon' s broken wmg was
A chance referenc e by Roqert Louis Stevens on
mended ~nd the bird returne d to the governm ent. to a bowl of kava sent a New York
promote r to
the South Sea Islands. He returns with a monopoly of the kava market and high hopes of putting somethi ng over on Mr. Volstea d. For kava
SIX FOUND STARV ING.
A family of six persons near death from starva- is a drink that contain s no alcoho l-but my what
'
tion was brough t to the attentio n of the Bro,okly n a kick!
~ little shrub, likened ~o a pepper pl.ant, and
police the other day.
.
.
various ly known for certam medicin al propert ies
The family consists of Peter Aran, his
wife, a
son Charles seven years old, and three daughte rs, as kawa-k awa, kava-ka va, kaava, cava and ava
the basis of the beverag e. From the uppe;
Ca;min e L~la and Rosa, twenty, sixteen and is
part of the root is exuded a resin which is a pure
eight ye'ars old, respecti vely. They live at No. chemica
l compound called kawine. When this is
783 1-2 Third avenue, Brookly n, N. Y.
dissolve d from the crushed roots and subjecte d to
When the police arrived they found all six lying ce1·tain
chemica l action it becomes kava.
on mattres ses on the floor, in much pain. There
When Stevens on cruised the Pacific he found
was no furnitur e in the room, no fire and no food. that
boys and girls, selected for perfect
A neighbo r, Morris Engelh ardt, made a fire and teeth,young
were employed to chew the roots to a pulp.
b10ugh t fruit.
This was allowed to stand
d'lys in deep
An ambulan ce surgeon from the Norweg ian jars of water. The resultin gseveral
liquid
a brownHospita l pronoun ced all six sufferin g from star- ish green, sweet at first taste, but was
quickly turnvation. The family are proud Spaniar ds and ing acrid.
the police say they do not appear to care whethe r
The effect, while intoxica ting, was more like
they live or die.
that of a narcotic than of alcohol. Althoucrh
Men of the Fourth avenue police station took some good effects are .ascribed to
drink, e~
up a collectio n and sent food to the family. Cap- cessive consum ption is said to causetheeruptio
tain James Gilbert will -try to find employ ment ~he skin. In. fact, th~ _natives who overindns of
ulge
for the father and the two elder girls, Carmin e m kava acquire a wh1t1sh slough over the skin,
which has become a mark of distinct ion, as only
and Lola.
The family arrived from Porto Rico about a the wealthy or otherwi se influent ial can afford
to
month ago. The father had he~rd. of prosper ity get drunk frequen tly. All the natives, howeve
r
in Americ a and wanted to share m 1t.
drink some kav'l, especia lly during ceremon ies fo1'.
the remova l of a taboo.
Recentl y an English resident of Polynes ia has
found a great source of profit in growing kava on
SURPL US OF WOME N IN AUSTR IA.
a commer cial scale.
The Austria n census of populat ion taken Jan.
The substitu tion of chemica ls for saliva and of •
31, 1920, shows that the number of females has machin
ery for teeth m'lkes the beverag e exceedmarked ly increase d, both absolut ely and rela- ingly cheap.
tively, and in alt age groups, says the Journal of will be introduIn just what form the intoxica nt
the A. M. A. There are 1,087 females for every not been decidedced into the United States it has
. But it is her~ and will be heard
thousan d males in the whole of Austria , but ·for from.
..,.
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Bruce Park. He was arrested while digging. RuMIGHTI ER THAN HIMALA YAS.
mor has it that another Sing Sing prisoner , senthe
by
achiev.ed
results
greatest
Ai;nong the
tenced for life in 1916 and who later died, told
of
y
dis~over
the
was
Tibet
Hedin explorat ions in
long,
the Austrian that he had stolen and buried $150,miles
2,000
chain,
n
a continuo us mountai
a
000 south of the upper bridge near a rock in
as
taken
which,
and
stretchin g ·east and west,
Bruce Park. He had a chart, the story goes,
of
crust
the
on
whole is the most massive range
showing the exact location, and this map is now
is
level
sea
above
the e~rth. Its average height
said to o'e in possessio n of the authoriti es.
although
great~r than that of the Himalay as, and
Another version is that the convict who is supits peaks are from 4,000 to 5,000 feet lower than
buried the money received it for
Mount Everest, its passes average 3,000 feet posed to have
committ ing a murder in New York City. Chil.
higher than those of the Himalay as.
ps, have been detected
The eastern• and western parts of this range dren, as well as grown-u
of the mythical treasure , but
were known before, but the central 3:nd highest digging in search by the authoriti es. It is alpart, in Bongba, .was unexplor ed pre.v10us to D_r. have been stopped of the amount was in gold and
Hedin's visit. He crossed ten passes m the range. leged that $50,000
the balance in bonds. Many persons visited the
spot the other day, and it is being carefully
OLD WOMAN SWIMS.
aveIt is on town property , Bruce Park
Marshall
guarded.
of
s
Eisenbel
Mrs. Eliza Steiner
homeste ad having been given to
the
Bruce
the
probably
is
and
Pa.,
gh,
Pittsbur
nue North Side,
the will of the late Robert M.
is
under
She
town
the
country.
the
in
old~st woman swimme r
Bruce, the well-kno wn philanth ropist.
more than eighty years old.
Carved in the bark of a tree some little "disFour years ago marked her entrance into the
the money is
swimmin g world. She could just paddle around tance away from the place where"150 000 Buried
a little at that time, but swimmin g tascinate d h er said to be buried are the words,
~e!1ea~? this Tree." ~ccording to a '"promin ent
and she soon became an expert.
as is
Last winter she walked a miJe to a swimmin g citizen the dead convict was well known '
pool and missed but one night during the whole the Austrian .
·winter. One evening the class lacked its usual
enthusia sm and spirit. The deficienc y was traced
A HUNDR ED DOLLAR BLOW.
to the absence of the spry, old lady. Inquiry at
a
was
there
that
answer
the
brought
you like to massage your nose with
home
would
her
How
dinner and euchre party at a friend's house which a handkerc hief costing $100?
Doesn't seem as ;f. there could b~ such a thing
she did not care to miss.
Until last year she was presiden t of the ath- !ls a $100 handkerc luef, b_ut anything is possible
letic club at the McNaug hter School. She de- m these days of dollars without sense, and so the
clares she will continue her swimmin g this win- report cotnes that a .dealer in an eastern city
bought four handkerc hiefs with t~~ idea of selling
ter.
them at $50 eac~. A careless citizen with more
cash tha_n conscien ce cam.e along. and was so
A LONG TELEPH ONE LINE.
himself that the
The longest land line in the United States was frankly mtent upon blowmg and
sold one of the
price
.,the
doubled
sher
Western
haberda
the
by
public
the
to
opened
recently
$100.
even
an
for
chiefs
handker
comdirect
giving
,
Company
h
Union Telegrap
. Here is a sign of the times not to be sneezed at
municati on between New York and Seattle. The
at
Wh.en any one will pay that amount for a handoperator
the
type,
"
circuit is of the "printer
and so many other J?eople will pay other
keya
of
kerchief
means
by
tape
each end punching a
as extravag ant it
board for transmit ting purposes , while an auto- amounts for other things quite
the merry-g odown
slow
to
time
seem
incomthe
would
down
takes
matic typewrit er receiver
in.i; message s in finished form. Through out the round.
That is where our long-wh iskered and good
3,381 miles of the New York-Se attle circuit there
Sam, comes in.
are no manual relays, mechani cal repeater s being friend, Uncle
The old gentlem an says to his nephews and
used to handle the message s through the various
most joyous joy-ride must some
circuits comprisi ng the line. Four message s si- nieces thattothe
an end.
multaneo usly each way can be sent over the sin- day come
So .he has. provid(!d an easy. method by which
gle copper strand, which is grounded at each
systema tically invest their
en<i, or somethin g like 225 m essages each way all his relatives can
s that are issued bv the best
securitie
in
savings
is
wire
the
for
copper
the
of
cost
The
hour.
per
the world, popularl y known as the United
estimate d at a little more than $125,000. The cost firm in of
America .
States
,
material
and
labor
including
tion,
of construc
GoYernm ent Savings Stamps
Stamps,
Thrift
mile.
per
$70
ately
runs· approxim
and Treasury Savings Certifica tes which may be
bought at all banks and post offices are securitie s
people should be proud to own, for they are thrice
TALE OF HIDDEN GOLD.
nt pays
Mystery surround s the detention at Greenwi ch, blessed; the mone y is safe; the investme
to the GovConn., of an Austrian who has just ended a term a good rate of interest; they are lo yal
ng
in Sing Sing and who came to Greenwi ch re- ernment which guarante es a land of everlasti
in
le
ho
a
·
dig
to
liberty.
permit
a
for
asked
and
cently
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ODD CLOV ER
Even in Druidic
worship, in p reChristian times,
t he trefoil leaves
of the c l o v e r
plant were symbols of religion,
setting forth the
three grades of
D ruids, B a r d s
and N eophites. In
Chr istian mythology its leaf is
frequently
held
t o symbolize the
T r inity, and some
I rish au thorities
insist that it is
the t r ue original
shamrock which
St . Patrick used
to illustrate how
t h ree separ ate
obj ects, such as
leaves, could be
one.
T he four-leaf
clover is a freak
g rowth, and t he
causes that produce it are heredity and n utrition.
After a moist
s e a s o n clover
plants with from
f o u r to s e v e n
leaves, and some
having only t wo
lea ves, are found.
Some plants are
abnormal by heredity, a nd reproduce t hemselves
with the same
characteristics in
successive years
when their environment
re mains t he same,
external i n f 1 u ences
m e r e 1y
modifying
the
s ize of t he leaves
I n Germany it
is b e 1 i e v e d a
fou r -leaf clover
w i 1 1 oYercome
witchery,
win
love, guard one
from d an ge r
w h e n traveling
and secu re a safe
r e t u r n , and if
plu cke d on St .
John's E ve will
enable the fin der
to work wonders
in magic,

· On legal afllc!mt, J'o'fin 'Hart Brit tain, 'business man:, certified.
to this: "My head at the top and baclt was absolutel.J' bald. T he
1calp was shiny. An expert said t hat he t hought the h a ir r oots were
extinct, and there was no hop e of my ever having a new hair growth.
"Yet now, a~ an ags over 6 6, I h ave a luxuriant growth of
~ft, strong, lu strous hair I No trac& of baldness. T he p ictures shown
JI.ere a r e from mT photorraphs. "
Mr. B r itt ain ce r tified fu rther:

JNDIA.Ii'~

J>ltolo wh1n bald,

SECRET OF HAIR GROWTH
"At a time when I h nd b ecome di sconrare<l
Bt; trying va ri ous hair l otions, t on ics, s peci::i.lists'
1reatments, e t c., I cam & a cross, in m y t r avels, a
Oherokee I n dian ' m edicine m an' who had an elixir
thd he asseverated w ould grow m y h air. Althou gh "After heir gr1Yl11t1t
iI had but little fai th, I gave it a. trial. To my
amazement a light !uzz s oon appear ed. It developed, c!ay by day, into
a healthy growth, and ere long mT. hair :was aa prolific as in my
,.outhful days.
That I was astonished antl happy u erpressing my stale of m intl mildly.
Obviously, the h air roots h ad not b een d ead, but wer e d ormant in
the scalp, awaitinr the f ertilizinir p ot en cy of the mys te rious p omade.
I negotiated !or and came into possession of tho principle for preparinc thia mysterions elixir, now called Kotalko, and later had the
recipe put into practical form by a chemist. _
That m1 own hair crowth was pennaaent has been amply provod.'-'

Bow YOU May Grow YOUR Hair ,
It liaa been: proTe4 in: Tery many cases that hair r<>ots illcl

not d ie even when the hair fell out through. dandrutl', feTll'l',
Miss
"About 8 years ago my hair began to fall
out until my acalp In spots was
&!most entirely bald. I u sed
r
everything that was :r:ecom~end·
:\..
eel but was always d isappointed
until at last I ca me across Ko·
FOR FAWNG HAIR
t alk o. lilly bald spots are being
BALDNESS, DANDRUFF
covered now; t h e i:rowth is al·
ready about t h r ee inches." G.
W. Mitch<ill reports: "I h ad
spots complet ely bald, over
which l!alr la now rrowing s ince
I used Kotalko.'' M r•. Matilda
Ma:nvell r eports : " T he w hole
front of my h ead was as balcl
11a the palm of my hand for about 15 y ears. S ince usinf
irotalko, hair ts gro'Wing al. oTer the pl&cei tha~ w aa bald.' ·
'1Colai1io ir Wtlfltl11ful.
iMany more splendid, convinciD.C J"eporia trom satisfied wera.
for wome"' s ha.fr.
eont alnl GENUINE :BEAR OIL and ot her pote nt In•
1- ( 1
gredients. No alcohol, :no sha_mpoo; bnt a hair elixir ot
JI 1 .. t
w onderful efti cacy. All in gredients are safe a n.cl hnrmless;
even for a child's scalp and hair. Posit ivel7 K OTALKO ii
one deli,;h tfully r eliable hair,. prepar:ition that succeeds
upon irenulne met!t. Buy a box of J[OTALKO at the drug iftore. Or a sk for Kotalko
et the toilet goods or drug counter of any large departmen~ store. Remember the
Jiame. Accept nothinr else as •'just aa i:ood.' • $300.00 GUARAN'l'EE. Or if y ou alllld l()
cents (silnr or stamps) . you will receive a PROE>P BOX of Kotalk o w ith BROCHURE,
~stpaid. Determine NOW to eliminate DANDRUFl\...to t reat BALDNESS, to STOP
~IR FROM FALLING.
Get a box of gun.ra.nteeil. AOTALKO, appl.1 once or twioe
4 1U.7; watch In your mirr.or. For PROOll' BOX (10 cen ts, none ot herwise) write t o

olopecia areata or certain other hair or scalp disorders.

A. D. Otto r eports:

K 0 TA L I Q

For Sale at all
BusyDrugStores

t

(1

J• '{1]

KOTALKO.~OFFICES, BA-375~ · Station

BIGVALUE for I0 Ots.

X, New York

WARNING1

6 Songs, wo; ds a n d music; 25 PleIn keepi n g yeur hwel• rogulor do not be·
come add icted to w~a ke ning puraatlvea or
tures Pretty Girls ;40 Ways t o Make
miner al lax atives : just try KOROLAX1 safe.
Money; 1 Joke Book; 1 Book on
gent
le. wholesom e. Best and g oes f arthest.
Love ; 1 Magic Book; 1 Book L etter
Obtainable at busy druggist•, every where.
Writing; 1 Dream Book and ForKorolax i:s s up erior t or overc:omin a cau1e ot
tun e T eller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
man y ailments , includ ina he•d•chea, tf lzzr
spell•, belch Ing, g a a, heartburn, t o r p id liver!
Dall Dook, gives rules for games; 1
nervou sness, jndhreation . mental and physic•
Toy Maker Book · Lang uage of
dullne5•F lowers; 1 Morse T~eg raph Alphabe t; 12 Chem ical Experime nts;
Magic Age Table ; Great North Pole
Game; 100 Conundrums; 8 Puzzles; l!ore or open legs, ulcers, enlarged veins,
l2Games;30VersesforAutographAlbum s.
All eczema healed wh!le you work
Write tor
the above by mail for 10 ct•. and :I eta. postage. rree book and describe your ow n case.
BOtALS.lLESCO., Box If, South Norwalk.Con••&. C. Llepe, U57 Green Bay &t'.,Mllwaukee, WI.,

I

SORENESS HEALED
0

.
SEA
MUSSEL S
ARE GOOD

for d Au~

In a recent bulletin the Bureau
of Fisheries declares that sea
mussels are in a
SEND ANSWE R TO-DAY
ud
ca.sh
fn
high d1:gree both
We aot Hly K'l"'e awaythf• Ford aato. but httDdreds of dollars
Ka.cbloet,
econs of other valuable prizes. Bicycles, Guns, Watches, Talkhl&'
aomc
palatable and nueom.etblne- for everybody. Everyone who aoswen this caa kaYC1 a prize efSom•
u.
E•erybodywi
ulttodo.
Nothlog-d.U&.c
90rt. Tberearenole scn.
tritious. The bu• • sets thil aew 191.9 Ford Auto free. Why not 7out Ad.dicu
reau goes fur141 Weat Ohio Street. Dept. 105. Chic:qo, llL
ther, and s a y s
that in view of
the abundanc e of
the mussels and
the ease with
which they can
be obta ined, the
neglect of them
for table use is
wastef ul. It
points out that
VENTR8 ILO,
THE
sea mussels are
1
found along the
of sigh used ~~~t:£:~\f~ci'~:1~:, e~u~:;~ecan ue n.
J. 82 PJ.(lE BOOK
NEYER FAILS.
coasts of nearly
C
ON VElfTBILOQ IDS!I, lh• Venlrtto an4
all the northern
~ '
large Catalog of 'J'rick.1 a.II for
,Coaa.
half of the NorthBOY• .Nov.co., Dept. 200 lo.l!forwalk
Coonecucat..
10
Hoose
Order
:Matl
OLDEST
and
LARGEST
ern H emisphere ,
HEADQU ARTERS tor all th ~ 1~~11 tJokH. Tr1rb. No'"f'ltlflf!l,ete..
and that there
are beds on the
New Englan d
coast so extens i v e t h a t the
mussels could be
collected daily by
the ton. It adds
that many p ersons consider the
flavor of the mussel superior to
No matter whether used in pipe, cigarettes,
that of the oys!!gars. chewed, or used in the rorm of enutr.
3uperba Tobacco Remedy contains nothing
ter; that, moreformhabit
or
poisons,
Injurious, no dope,
over, mussels are
ing drugs. Guaranteed . Sent on trial. It
in season when
It cures costs you on~ dollar. It It tans. or It
rou are not perfectly snti•fleo, costs you
the oyster is out
nnthlntr. WrltP for full r emedy today.
of season: and
Md.
Baltimore,
MU,
,
~UPEBBA COMPANY
t h a t t h e y are
more easily cultivated than the
oyster. It admits
UNIVERSA L
that fresh mussels are difficult
to market, for
Those little flecks from :your head that fall upon
they · spoil if kept
7our clothing and spoil your pleasure are dandruffa scalp disorder. Conquer it completely under nwneumore than twentrunk
a
b<&ck guarantee. Use Kotalko. Amazing)yq uick, la.ot-)
lifting
I was badly ruptured while
,
ing benefit reported b7 legions of men, women, chil- several years ago. Doctors said my only ty-four h ours
dren. Save your hair! New hair grows in many cases
was an operation. Tru sses did but asserts that
e
cur
o!
hope
any
at
even after hardness. Get a box of KOTALKOme no good. Finally, I got hold o! some- if canned or
busy drug store. Or sen d 10 cents for proof boz to
thing that quickly and complete ly cured me. pickled they reKotalko Office, BG-375, Station X, New York City.
Years have passed and the rupture has
r r eturned, a lthoug h I am doing h a rd tain their natural
LOVE neve
HOW TO MAK[
work as a carpenter. There was no opera- flavor for months.
Get
to
bow
Tells
(NEW BOOK)
tion, n o lost time, no trouble. I h ave n oth- The bureau recAcquainted: How to Begin Courtship
ing to sell, but will give full informatio n
How to Court a Bashful Girl: to Woo a
that
about how you may find a complete cure ommends
Widow; to win an Heircsa; how to catch
without operation, It you write to me, Eu- ~uch cheap and
a Rich Bachelor: how to manage your
~ene M. Pullen, Carpenter, 301G Marcellus
nutritious f o o d
!ieau to make him propose:how to make
•
Avenue, Manasquan , N. :r. Better cut out
you; r1laal todc>
J your fellow or cirlloveweddioc.
notice a nd show it to any others who be placed on the
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market.
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other things 11ecessary for Lovers to
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Cured His RUPTURE

least stop the misery of rupture and tho

worry and danger of an operation.

,
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VENTRILO QUIS M

THE HUDSON

Taught Almost An.vone at Home. f;mnll cost.
Sent.I today 3-cent stomp for particu lars and
proof. G. lV. Smith, Uoom R-739, 125 N.

BAY
RAILWAY

Jeff' Ave., Peoria, Ill.

Agitation is being renewed in
western Canada
for the resumption of work on
the Hudson Bay
R ail w a y , now
needing only 92
miles of construction to complete
a short cut across
the narrow end
of the globe, reducing the distance from Calgary to Liverpool
by about 1,350
OLD COINS WANTED
miles.
$2 to $a00 EACH paid for Hundreds or
The deep-water
Coins dated before 1895. Keep AJ,L old
Money. You may have Coins <1orth a
development
of '
Large Premium. Send lOc. tor new
lllu stratl!d Coln Value Bo ok, size ~x6.
the h arbor
at
Get Posted at Once.
Port Nelson, con- CLARKE COIN CO,, Box 85, Le llo;y, N. Y.
sisting of an artificially
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island,
situated near the
Cet BIQ P RIZE
OFFER and BUSH
outer edge of the
Auto~eo c7 .Wrlt e
today. Send J'Out
tidal flats, about
name and addreu.
Write l)lalnlJ' aocl
two-thirds of a
Quickly. Don't
watt. Dept. 82t0
mile from shore,
8u1h Motor co.
ab 'l'emplo, Cblc. .•
connected w i t h
the m ainland by
a bridge of seventeen spans, has
created some opposition to those
who favored Port
Churchill for the
railway terminus.
Yes, •l•P lt, you know
by your own experience
The island, as
It is only a make-shift,
a false prop a&"ainst a
built is now onecollapsln2wal1, and that
h al f mil e in
U ts undermlninQ' your
0
length and en~~~!~o ~~ir 1r~ -J~~;
closed on all ·but
~e~n~ett;~af9tf're~o~~~
the deep-water
torturous trusses can be
thrown away forever,
face by timber
and it's all because
works, and the
Stuarl'•PLAPAO·PADS
are d I ff ore n t, being
interior has been
med lei ne applicators
partly filled with
made selt·adhesive purmaterial dredged
~f;:1~~~ ¥~e~~:1otrJ1~~
arranuement to hold the
from the site of
parts securely in place.
th e deep-water
N O STRAPS,
wharves and
BUCKLES OR
c'hannel.
SPIUNC S
ATTACHED,
The work was
cannot
s ti p. so
greatly interfercannot chafe 01•
press agalnst the
ed with on .acbone.
count of the war. T h ouaanda have t reated themaelvo• tnpubic
the privacy or
th• home, and report most obstinate cases cured-no
Labor was hard delay
from work. S olt a• velvet-easy
ly-inox•
to get in order to pena lve. Process of recovery ts natural,tosoa pp
nfterwnrds
n o use for trusses. Awarded Gold Medal International
finish the work.
ExJJol!lltton, Rome; Grand Prix, Paris. Write us today to

$

Stop Using aTruss

pr ove It by

sendi ~ll

l'lavao C o .

:.!l~

TRIAL PLAPAO, FREE. Address.

Stuart B ldil, St.Louls,!Uo.

ORE Finger P rint Experts are n eeded.

M

Men who are masters of t his profession
are scarce. The d emand for Finger
Print Experts is great, A s a special inducement we will give you free of c harge our new
easy reading course in S ecret Service Intelligence if you enroll a t on ce.

~!!Finger Print Expert
Build up a business on the basis of a trained
brain. You can do it as a master of the
Finger Print profession. There is crying
need for Finger Print Experts right now and
the demand for these trained men is growing every day. A profession that offers wonderful opportunities for advancement. Governments, rorporations, police departments,
institutions and individuals have constant
use for these specially trained men. The
work is fascinating and

The Pay Is Big!
No special education is necessary. You can
become a master of this profession by studying at home in your spare time. Expert
Finger Print men travel all over the country solving mysteries that baffle all others.
They are important men and highly regarded and envied by every one.

Mail the Coupon

-

Get full Information about this great profeoslon
and our bi&" offer of a free course in Secret Service
Intelli!l'ence. The mastery of these two closely allied professions places a brilliant career within
your grasp. Achievements that wiJJ immediately
place the sta mp of s uccess upon you, are now possible. Send t his coupon for full information NOW.
llnive~sity

Desk 11162
Gentlemen:

of Applied Science

__

.

_,

1920 Sunnys id e Ave., Chicago
Without e.n y obFgAt ions whatever, send me

~·our new, F'REE book on l4'inger Pri nts nnd your offer of a
free course in Secret Servke Intelligence.

Ha me

Address .............................. ... . ..... .. .... . ,

A:, .. .••••• ..• . CctUj}ltton ..• •••••••••••: ••• • ••••••••• •

I

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusin~. They Contain
Valuable lnfo:rmation on Almost Every Subject
No. 1. NAI'OLEON'S ORACULU.M AND DREAM
uoo1c-Containing the great oracle of human destiny ; also the true meaning of almost any kind of
dreams, toget4er with charms, ceremonies, and curious
i;amell of cards.
No. z. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of
magic and card tricks, contalnin11: full instruction on all
the leading card tricks of the day, also the most popular
magical i,Ju•lons as performed by our leading magtt·jaus; ev,,ry boy slwu1d obtai.u a copy of this bo~k.
No. a. HOW TO FLIBT,-Tbe arts and WllPs ot
nirtation are fully explained by this little boQ}<. Besides the various methods of handkercblef, fan. gtove,
parasol, window and hat tl.irtation, It contains a full list
of the language and sentiment of tl.owers. No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of this little
book. It contains full iustructlons iu t.he art of dancing,
etiquette In the ballroom and ut parties, bow to <l.ress,
and full directions for calling o!I in all popular square

ua;~es.5

HOl\" TO lllAKE LOVE.-A complete guide
to Io~e. 'courtship and marriage, givlnf( sensible advice,
rules and et!quettP to be observed, with many curious
and Interesting tblugs not generally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETl'!.-Giving
full instructions for tbe use of dumbl>ells. Indian clubs,
parallel bars, horlzoutal bars and various other methods
of developing a good, healthy muscle; containing over
sixty illustrations.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIBDS.-llanclsom•'1Y Illustrated and containing tun instructions for tbe management and training ot the canary, mockingbird, bc,bolink.
blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.By Barry Kennedy. Every Intelligent boy reading this
book ot instructions can master the art, and create any
amount ot fun tor himself and friends. It is the 11:re11t·
est book ever published.
.No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self;defense
made easy. Containing over thirty Illustrations of
guards biows, and the ditrerent positions of a good
l>oxer. ' EvE!rY boy should obtain one of tb~se useful and
instructive hooks. as it will teach you bow to bo:< w1th·
out an instructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A
most complete lltUe book, containing full directions tor
writing love-letters, and when to use them. givrng specl·
men letters tor young and old.
~o. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTER~ TO LADIES.GI ving complete instruction for writing letters to
ladies on all subjects; also letters of introduction, notes
anu req nests .
. No. JS. HOW TO DO IT: OR. BOOK OF ETI·
QUETTE.-lt is a great life secret, and one that ever1
youug wan Jesires to know all about. '£here's happi·
uess In it.
Eor sale by all newsdealers. or will be aent to an:r
address on receipt ot price, lOc. per copy, in
mone:ir or stamps, by

FRAN!{ TOUSEY, Publisher,
168 West 23d Street,

....

New York.

Be Slender
II
I•

A

Want to become slender, agile, bealtb;y 1
See t he pictures; the shadows are to give yoa
idea of size be!ore reduction of
weight. Eat all you need. Safe,
reliable; no salts or calome!.
no thyroid, no loss of time.
·
Just use KOREIN tabulea and
•
follow the aimpie, easy directions as aid to reduce 10 to 61)
pounds (whatever you need
to) under money-refund guarantee. Amaze all. Become
lighter, younger, attractive,
add years to your life I Ask for
KOREIN tabules (pronounced koreen) at any
drugstore. Or write for FREE BROCHURE to
Korein Compan11,NH· 376,Sta. X,NewVork

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
- - LA~ES'.l' ISSUES - 1007 '£be Lil>erty Boys ancl Bill Cunningham; or, Chas·
ing the "Bloody Scout."
1008 •· on K ettle Green; or, Routing Boyd's Bandits.
1009 " Watc h Fire; or, The Raid at Mile-Square.
1010 " Taking l)'ort George; or, Hunning Out Lemcoe's
Rangers.
1011 " and Captain Sue; or, H elped Ont by Girl Patriots.
1012 " l!'ighting Prevost; or, Warm Work in Georgia.
1013 " Barricade; or, Holding Otl' the Hessians.
1014 " on the Watch; or, Tbe Plot to Invade New
York.
1015 " n t l!'nirfield; or, A Bold Dash Across tl>e Sound.
1016 " Sag Harbor Sortie; or, Marvelous Work \\'itb
Col. Meigs.
1017 ·· "s'~~r~l~~. Uip sy Spy; or, Learning the Enemy's
1018

"

1019

"

1020
1021

"
"

1022
1023

"
"

1024

''

1025

"

10~7

"

1028
102fl
1030
1031

"
"
"
"

an:l the "'Wicked Six"; or, Tbe Plan to Kl<lnap
Washington.
aH?ll~_'Ilfad Mary " ; or, Fighting Among tbe
lntlian Runner; or, 'l' bra s hing the Red R·Jitl Prs
in Canvas 'l' own; or, Tbe \\' ors t Place in Old
New York.
on the Delaware; or, Holding l<'ort Mifflin
in Wyoming Valley; or. Dick Slater's l\uri·ow est Escape
and the l!'ig bting Parson; or, The Brave Rally
at Rahway.
a:ii:~~~r-Hole !2wamp; or, Corn ered l>y u H egl on Pine Tree Hill; or, Tbe Charge of the \Yllite
Horse Troop.
Threat; or, Doing as They Said.
After Delancey; or, The Boldest Sweep of All
on a Foray; or, Bot Work Witb the Raid e rs ·
'\nn~li~~~. Mohawk Chief; or, After St. Leg~i"s

and the Tory Girl; or, The Scheme to D estroy
New York.
Surrounded; or, A Daring Dash for Freedom
,. Log Tower; or, Bombarding the Stockad e Fort.
1035
Witb the Pioneers; or, At War With the Hene:
gade!l.
1036 " l~V~~fe~.',Hop e ; or, In the 'l'ime of the "Hard
1037 " and Captain hliclnlgbt; or, The Patriot Spy of
Sleepy Hollow.
1038 " Girl Enemy; or, a Hard Foe to Fight.
1039 :: RUie Cerps; or, .The 'l' wenty Dead Sl•ots.
on Torn Moun tarn; or, Warm Work in tbe
10{0
Ramapo Valley .
1041 " F'.rlsoner of War; or, Acting as .A.ids to Wasb rngton.
1042 " aRrv!i.~azy Jane; or, The Girl Spy of the James

1032

"

i&ll '.'.

1043

"

6r1:J-:is1J1gf. Tarleton; or, G<'tting Even With a

1044

"

1045

"

and "Red Fox"; or, Out With tbe Indian
Il'igbters.
a&;~~!~'i,~~ridg e ; or, The Patriot Boy and tbe

1046

"

1047

"

and tbe Middy; or, Dick Slater's Escape From
the Fleet.
'::::. of Terror; or, Fighting in the Wi!der-

Gun Division; or, The Yankee Boy ot B edford
R edskin Foe; or, The Battle in t°he Woods. ·
For sale by ell newsdealers, or will be sent to any ad

1048

"

1049

"

dress on receipt of price, 7c. per copy, in money or Po&:
tage stamps, by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per Cop;r
By JAMES P, COGAN
'l'his book contains all the most recent changes Jn the
method of construction and submission of scenal'!os
Sixty Lessons, covering every pbase of scenario
ing, from the most elemental to the most ad vaucea
principles. This treatise covers everything a person
must know in order to make money as a succeasttu
scenario writer. For sale by all News-dealers and
Book-Stores It you cannot procure a copy, send u1
the price, 35 cents, In money or postage stamps. and
we will mall you one, postage free. Address

•nit:

L. SENA.RENS, 219 Seventh Avr., New York, N. J.

..a

BE A CERIIFICATED
"ELECTR.ICAL EXPERT"

"Electrical Experts" Earn $12 to $30 a
What's YOUR Future
Trained "Electrical Experts'' are in great demand at the highest salaries, and the opportunities ·tor
advancement and a big success in this line are the greatest ever known.
"Electrical Experts" earn $70 to $200 a week. Fit yourself for one of these big paying positions.

Be an "Electrical Expert"
Today even
"screw driver"
money. But it's
knows the w hys

the · ordinary Electrician - the
kind - is making money- big
the trained man -the man who
and wherefores of Electricity -

,,,.,.

the "Electrical Expert"- who is picked out to
"boss" ordinary Electricians - to boss the Big
Jobs - the jobs that pay.

$3,500 to $10,000 a Year
Get in line for one of these "Big Jobs" by enrolling now for my easily-learned, quickly-grasped,

Spare-(fime
right-up-to-the-minute,
Course in Practical Electricity.

Home-Strnly

Age or Lack of Experience No Draw-Back
You don ' t have to be a College Man; you don't
have to be a High School graduate. My Cour,s e
in Electricity is the most simple, thorough, and
successful in existence, and offers every man, re-

gardless of age, education or previous experience
the chance to become, in a very short time, an
"Electrical Expert," able to make from $70 to $200
a week.

l Give You a Real Training
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works I
know exactly the kind of training a man needs to get the
best position9 at the highest salaries. Hundreds of my

students are now earning $3,000 to $10,000. Many are now
successful ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS. R ead my stu·
dents' letters which I will send you.

Your Success Guaranteed
sure am I that you can learn Electricity-so sure am I that after studying with me, you, too , can &Ci luto the
"big money" class in electrical work, that I will guarantee under bond to return every single penny paid me in
tyition if, when you have finished my Course you arc not satisfied it was the best investment you ever made.

Free--Electrical Working Outfits-Free
I give each student a Splendid Outfit of E lectrical Tools., Materials and Measuring Instruments
absolutely FREE. I also supply them with Drawing Outfit, examination paper, and many other
things that other schools don't furnish.
You do PRACTICAL work-AT HOME. You start right iii after the first few lessons to
WORK AT YOUR PROFESSION in a practical way.

·

Get Started Now-Write Me
want to send you my Electrical Book and Proof Lessons-both FREE. These
,. y r
cost you nothing, and you'll enjoy them. Make the start today for a brig:ht f u t
,
in Electricity. Send in coupon-'NOW.

L
• WorkS LChtei
•
ChiC3g0 Engmeermg

CO 0

E;..g .:aee:r

1918 SUNNYSIDE AVENUE,, CHICAGO. ILL

AddreH ..... .. . .. .. . . , ............. .

